"All through the long winter I dream of my garden.

On the first warm day of Spring I dig my fingers deep into the soft earth. I can feel its energy, and my spirits soar.

My Miracle-Gro has been a trusted friend for more than 30 years.

It does such wonderful things for everything that grows."

Helen Hayes
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APRIL'S COVER
Photographed by John A. Lynch
John Lynch grows pink turtlehead, Chelone lyonii, in a moist spot at the lowest point in his wildflower garden. Native to the mountains of the southeastern United States, it is one of the best Chelone species for the garden. A profile of Lynch's woodland wildflower collection begins on page 14.
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COMMENTARY

Anyone involved with children—raising, teaching, or simply watching them—cannot help noticing their attraction to nature. Yet contact with natural areas has diminished for most children. Just as animals suffer when removed from their natural environments, so do humans. Gardens are often the most accessible places for children to learn about nature's interconnections, power, fragility, and solace.

Through regular activity in natural areas, children come to grasp two vital concepts about nature. One is that plants, animals, rocks, water, soil, and rainbows are very different from things that are manufactured and that they can fill wild imaginative longings far better than the seductive toys of society. The second is of nature as a totality, a cycle of changes into which we are born, with natural laws that, if interrupted or abandoned, will lead to unhappy consequences.

Learning these concepts at a young age not only fires the imagination, but influences future decisions. Today's youth will face unbelievably difficult environmental issues. They need our help to develop the knowledge, attitudes, and technical skills to cope with these issues. We need to raise the standard of teaching children about nature and gardening. We must help them develop critical thinking skills and a profound appreciation of the natural world and their place within it.

Our education program at the American Horticultural Society is geared toward ensuring that educators obtain a vision and perspective of horticulture as essentially important to human well-being and survival. Teachers need to see how horticulture can integrate science, engineering, economics, management, design, literature, history, and art.

We have created a teacher work-study program to inspire and enable teachers to develop more creative ways to use gardens and plants as bridges across their curricula. For example, the garden could be a place for informal science classes on the history and techniques of plant genetics. Students could design and build living laboratories to study endangered native plants. Schools could set up seed exchanges with other schools to grow endangered or economically or medicinally valuable plants. Ethnobotany, with its association with folklore, shamans, and compelling botanical detective stories, would be a fascinating way to teach the use of plants as medicines in the past and as potential cures for AIDS, cancer, and other diseases.

AHS is also coordinating a national children's gardening symposium to direct awareness to the underused, yet limitless educational opportunities and positive psychological and social effects of plants and gardens.

As we approach our annual meeting this October, we will report our progress with these important new activities. However, we need the support—both moral and financial—of our members. If you have ideas on children's gardening, or know people who would be interested in supporting us with suggestions or donations, please write to us. And don't forget to respond to our 1992 Annual Appeal.

George C. Ball Jr., AHS President
Excellent “Chimeras”

I was intrigued by the excellent article “Attainable Chimeras” by Robert Geneve in the December American Horticulturist. The importance of chimeras goes beyond the misunderstood botanical genetic mechanisms and has significant impact upon the evolution of plants versus animals. Horticultural varieties have also given rise to our understanding of transposons (jumping genes).

I applaud articles of this sort that attempt to interpret complicated botanical and horticultural science for the average gardener. Keep up the good work!

Arthur O. Tucker
Dover, Delaware

Snackable Houttuynia

Thank you, thank you, thank you for the insert in December on Houttuynia. For several years I’ve been trying to run down the edible qualities and uses of H. cordata after the experience of a nursery owner friend. He had left a crew of Vietnamese to pot up hundreds of H. cordata and on his return was dismayed to find that the workers had practically decimated the lot by eating most of the leaves! The article by Adelaide Rackemann assuaged my curiosity.

H. cordata is one of my favorite plants. It’s a great filler in flower arrangements and, because I live right on the Pacific Ocean, its imperviousness to the salt air is another plus.

Kudos too for Elizabeth Shelton’s slightly acidic writings. I always enjoy her articles.

Jinny Jacobs
Yachats, Oregon

Operatic Cultivars

The plant on the December cover was identified as Caladium ‘Freida Hemple’. I have always imagined that this caladium was named in honor of the opera soprano Frieda Hempel in which case your spelling of the cultivar name is incorrect. In catalogs the name is usually spelled ‘Frieda Hempel’, which would also be incorrect.

Hempe was born in Leipzig in 1885 and died in 1955 in Berlin. She was active from 1912 to 1919 at New York’s Metropolitan Opera and in the 1920s gave a series of concerts in North America called “Jenny Lind Concerts.” These were replicas of mid-nineteenth-century concerts by the Swedish soprano Jenny Lind, after whom, incidentally, a well-known melon is named. Hempe would perform the identical program dressed in costumes identical to Jenny Lind’s. Hempe recorded extensively in the early part of this century, and some of her recordings are available on modern transcribers.

Robert J. Hoffman
Greenwich, New Jersey

European Beech Pests

Susan Sand states in her December article “A Tree History: The American Beech” that the American beech, Fagus grandifolia, is pest free. This excellent article should inspire many to plant beech trees. However, they ought to know that the

---
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European beech is not necessarily pest free. The Fagus sylvatica 'Tricolor' on my front lawn hosts the aphid Phyllaphis fagi. Regular spraying with insecticidal soap controls this pest so that there is little observable damage. The beech blight aphid, Prociphilus imbricator, is a potential pest and beech bark disease can sometimes be found. Nevertheless, beech trees flourish and no one should hesitate to plant one. They will be rewarded when the passerby stops to ask, "What is that beautiful tree?"

Henry John Buggeln
Gloversville, New York

How Many Boone Beeches?

I am a long-term member and a long-term fan of American Horticulturist and I would like to express my hearty approval of your new series on trees by Susan Sand. Her articles have been concise, very readable, and full of interesting tidbits of useful information. Regarding the tall tale sidebar in her American beech article, I believe the trunk of the "D. Boon called A BAR" tree was salvaged and is on display in a historical society museum in Louisville, Kentucky. I saw it there about fifteen years ago, and the inscription was still reasonably legible. I don't remember the name or address of the museum.

Guy Sternberg
Petersburg, Illinois

We located the tree you mention, but it's not the same Boone beech. The trunk of the Daniel Boone beech at the Filson Club Historical Society (1310 South Third Street, Louisville, KY 40208) has the inscription "D BOONE KILL A BAR 1803 ZOIS" (or "LOIS"). This is supposed to have been cut by Boone while on a trip to Green River, Louisiana, to testify in a land suit. The tree stood in Iroquois Park, Louisville, until it was cut down on April 2, 1932, at an age of approximately 300 years. "ZOIS" or "LOIS" may have been an abbreviation for Louisiana. We have no way of knowing if this was a copycat carving or the real McCoy; at least this time his last name was spelled correctly.

Bodarking up the Right Tree

In your "Letters" section in December, I was attracted to the letter from Jerald M., Duncan, M.D., concerning Osage orange or bois d'arc. I've always known it to be called "bodark" or "boodock." I've also heard it called hedge apple or horseapple. In my back yard I have the most beautiful stamineate (or male) bois d'arc that I have ever seen. It is insect and disease free as Dr. Duncan states. It is approximately thirty feet tall and I prune it back every year so it is very compact, giving excellent shade with lush green foliage and, because it is a male, no apples.

Herman J. Hoffman
Panhandle, Texas

Mammoth Fruits

Susan Sand's article on the Osage orange doesn't address the real enigma of the tree. Why does it have such large fruits? What happened to its related genera or species? I've heard intriguing speculations that the plant's natural range was more widespread when mastodons and mammoths roamed the continents and that they were the natural dispersers and fertilizers of the fruit-bound seeds.

R. Mitchel Beauchamp
National City, California

Daniel Janzen, biology professor at the University of Pennsylvania, has theorized that over 10,000 years ago seed dispersal by large mammals was common and likely to determine the distribution of many large- fruited, large plants such as the Osage orange, honey locust, persimmon, Kentucky coffee tree, pawpaw, mesquite, hawthorn, prickly pear, yucca, and acacia.

Big mammals were abundant in the New World until they died out during the Pleistocene, when human hunters swept through North America. North America was rich in native horses, mastodons, camels, and other large, fruit-eating animals. Janzen speculates that after the extinction of the large mammals, coyotes, foxes, raccoons, and opossums may have devoted attention to the fleshy fruits—persimmon, prickly pear, pawpaw—while the horses and cows of European migrants may have eaten and distributed the honey locust. However, the fruits of plants like the Osage orange and the Kentucky coffee tree are only rarely eaten by livestock and their distribution remained extremely limited. Now, of course, when Osage orange or honey locust fruits fall to the ground, they remain under the tree, unless a human decides to pick them up.


Osage orange is a member of the mulberry family, Moraceae, which does have several genera. Cudrania triloba—another Moraceae, has been hybridized with Madura pomifera and some have considered it a species of Maclura (M. tricuspidata).
“HOW DOES THIS FLOWER GROW?”

The American Horticultural Society can respond to this child only with your help.

PLEASE GIVE GENEROUSLY TO OUR ANNUAL APPEAL

WE NEED YOUR SUPPORT
AHS’s 1991-1992 Annual Appeal has still not reached the targets set for this year’s programs. The Society is operating on a minimum budget and is determined not to compromise the quality of member services.

WE NEED YOUR SUPPORT
The American Horticultural Society strives to inform, educate, and inspire people of all ages to become successful, environmentally responsible gardeners. American Horticulturist magazine and News Edition, AHS’s educational programs, information services, and career internship program are designed to accomplish that mission.

“How does this flower grow?”
Your answer is as important as ours

Please return your tax deductible contribution to this year’s Appeal in the response envelope bound in this magazine. Thank you for your participation.
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About Time—and Pens and Labels

by Peter Loewer

Last September an advertisement appeared in the *New Yorker* featuring an expensive watch called the IWC Da Vinci, really an automatic chronograph with a perpetual calendar and moon phase indicator. So far, not bad. But the ad continued with: “It will be a reminiscence of Leonardo da Vinci’s ingenuity for entire generations of watch connoisseurs to come—at least until the year 2499.” Included with the watch (total cost: $19,995) is a “century slide,” a special metal chip that the owner must insert within the works sometime in the year 2200.

Now forget the use of the word “reminiscence” in connection with da Vinci’s ingenuity—after all, when is the last time you or yours have sat down at the dinner table and talked about the good old days with Leonardo? But zero in on the bit regarding the century slide, forgetting about what happens on January 1, 2500, when the watch supposedly stops, but just thinking about finding that chip in the year 2200—much less next week.

I can hear it now: “Honey, remember that watch your great-great-great-great-great-Uncle Everett left to the family? I think it’s running down. Where’s the century slide?”

“Darling, do you expect me to keep track of everything?”

“Well, it’s making funny noises and I think we should replace the insert.”

Now I know that for me the idea of such a watch would be patently ridiculous. That’s because I often misplace, in the following order, my wallet, my trowel, my glasses, and any newspaper that I want to keep because it contains an especially interesting article. (The wallet is usually retrieved by my wife, the trowel shows up in an hour or so, my glasses have just been left next to the kitchen sink when I came in from the garden for water, and the newspaper invariably proves to be the one section I grabbed out of a whole week’s worth to use for drying paint brushes or to wrap up cast-off vegetable peelings.)

But the major items of loss that continually plague my existence are those white plastic plant labels and accompanying marking pens that actually mark. Every spring I send off for marking pens and labels to use in the garden, usually six pens
and 400 labels. Three weeks after they have been delivered, do you think I can ever find either one—much less one of each?

And the dialog is the same. Yelling against the wind or down the hall to my wife, a plea goes out:

"Honey, have you seen any of my plant labels or marking pens?"

The answer is a terse, "No." This is because I have been losing such items for almost twenty years.

"Well, this is a rare plant and if I don’t label it, I’ll never remember where it came from."

"Look in the potting shed," she says.

So I rush to the potting shed and pick up and poke through old and dirty pots since the special clean pot meant to hold such garden items as pens and labels was used for a newly propagated geranium some weeks ago.

I open the drawer in the old and crusty work table that sits against the wall. I am astounded by the seed husks, moldy paper, remembrances from a mouse or two, and a whole set of rusting bolts whose past or potential use I can’t begin to fathom—but no pens or labels.

A quick trip to the greenhouse results in the knowledge that this area could certainly benefit from a good cleaning but there are no pens or labels in view.

Finally I go out to the garden and pull a label from a rock garden plant that died after being denied rain for weeks and find an old ballpoint pen stuck in the kitchen calendar.

For the life of me, I can’t find where they all went. Perhaps it’s the little people, present-day members of the Hobbit clan or folks from another dimension, who also garden and also lose labels but have the ability to reach across time and space in search of more. Perhaps it’s a horticultural Captain Kirk and a plant-loving Engineer Scotty who have beamed my marking pens to the Klingon Empire.

But whatever the cause, what chance would I or anyone like me have with the IWC watch?

Peter Loewer is a frequent contributor to American Horticulturist and a member of its editorial advisory board. His most recent book is The Wild Gardener.
Passion Flowers

Passion flower (Passiflora spp.) is a plant group whose time has come. In 1991, the International Passiflora Society formed and the first International Symposium on Passiflora was held in Colombia. John Vanderplank, a commercial nurseryman and keeper of the United Kingdom's National Collection of Passiflora, has produced a timely illustrated guide to 100 of the more than 400 known species of Passiflora.

Given the incredibly surreal, almost alien beauty and the endless variation of the genus, it is surprising that passion flowers have not made a greater splash in American horticulture. To quote botanist F. Lamson Scribner, "a plant is not wanting admiration save in its native land" and passion flowers have to a large extent remained the realm of specialists and fanatical enthusiasts. Now for the first time, that enthusiasm and expertise are distilled into a detailed, informative, yet readable and personal book—a book that will no doubt turn curiosity into passion for Passiflora.

Passion flowers explode in diversity in the American tropics, with 95 percent of all passion flowers originating from South America. Two species occur in temperate North America: *P. incarnata*, the maypop, apricot vine, or common passion flower, and the diminutive Southern woodland denizen, *P. lutea*. Though commonly associated with the South, *P. incarnata* is hardly in much of the United States. Vanderplank tells us that it is known to survive in "the central Connecticut valley of Northampton, in Massachusetts, when planted near buildings, and is reported to have survived winters with temperatures down to -16°C (-2°F) in Bad Soden, West Germany." Here at my Arkansas Ozark home, in unprotected wild haunts, it survives temperatures as low as 25 degrees below zero.

This species is the exception—most passion flowers are subtropical or tropical and will withstand only a brief light freeze. Nevertheless, many tropical species or hybrids lend themselves to greenhouse, conservatory, or even house plant culture. Many produce edible fruits, some the size of a pea, some larger than a cantaloupe. Some, like *P. edulis*, are grown commercially for their fruit. Others, like *P. incarnata*, are the source of a commercial sedative.

Whatever your level of interest or curiosity, Vanderplank has provided the information for further exploration. Separate chapters explain the classification and structure of passion flower, the legend and etymology, cultivation, propagation, hybridization, pests and diseases, and the unique interactions of butterflies and passion flowers. The bulk of the book provides detailed information on 100 taxa, including specific botanical descriptions, along with a narrative covering their discovery, distribution, and the author's experience with these species or hybrids. Appending the text is a useful identification key in chart form, lists of addresses and suppliers, a glossary, and a brief bibliography. Whether your interest in Passiflora is passing or permanent, John Vanderplank's *Passion Flowers* is the most comprehensive work on the subject in more than fifty years.

—Steven Foster

Steven Foster is the editor of Botanical & Herb Reviews and co-author of *A Field Guide to Medicinal Plants*.

Narcissus

In 1966 Michael Jefferson-Brown wrote a book entitled *Daffodils, Tulips, and Other Hard Bulbs*. Published in England, it somehow found its way to a used book store in the United States where I purchased it in the early '70s. The author was so obviously knowledgeable on this topic that it was clear he had more to share. With the publication in this country of *Narcissus*, his knowledge of daffodils and their history is available and more readily than in second-
Judy Glattstein is the author of 

This clear, concise text begins with a review of daffodils today, then examines the wild species from which our garden hybrids were developed. Following chapters detail the relationships and ancestry of different species, and the history of breeding efforts, mostly in England (only a page each for Holland and the United States). His discussion of cultivation is lucid, and covers planting in beds and borders, rock gardens, and containers. For example, he explains why to plant four to six inches apart, four to six inches deep, which allows an understanding of the habits of the plant rather than blind acceptance of an arbitrary dictate. Potting, forcing, and especially exhibiting daffodils at shows are covered in the same careful detail.

The main portion of the book is devoted to separate chapters on the different types of daffodils—trumpet, long-cup, short-cup, double, split-corona, and so on. In each chapter the history and development of modern cultivars is explained and parentage and breeding is traced, often from the early part of this century. A chapter on breeding and hybridizing daffodils retracts the pedigrees of a handful of cultivars for five to seven generations, revealing the dedication and selection that is behind the round, brown bulbs we so happily purchase each autumn to brighten our gardens in spring.

The fascination of this book lies in the graceful explanation of the way modern daffodils have been developed. It will be of most interest to the breeder, to show judges, and to garden historians. For the average home gardener, Narcissus will be somewhat abstruse.

—Judy Glattstein

Judy Glattstein is the author of Garden Design With Foliage and the editor of Gardener’s World of Bulbs.

Garden Tales

Should we cancel the garden party because a poor workman down the street just died in an accident? What happens when a farm wife reveals the depth of her gardening

NORTH AMERICAN HORTICULTURE


Compiled by AHS, the completely revised and expanded North American Horticulture: A Reference Guide is the most comprehensive directory of U.S. and Canadian horticultural organizations and programs. Major new sections in this edition include native plant societies and botanical clubs; state, provincial, and local horticultural organizations; horticultural therapy; and historical horticulture. Thousands of organizations and programs are arranged in twenty-eight categories, including: conservation organizations; international registration authorities; national governmental programs; horticulture education programs; botanical gardens, arboretums, conservatories, and other public gardens; plant societies; and community gardens.

North American Horticulture is the only single source for this information. It will be an invaluable reference for professional and amateur gardeners, horticulturists, and anyone interested in plants, gardening, and conservation.

The volume is available to AHS members for just $78.50 postpaid.

THE AMERICAN HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY FLOWER FINDER

This is the most authoritative, comprehensive guide to selecting flowers with lasting beauty, maximum pest and disease resistance, and minimum maintenance requirements. It is an outstanding easy-to-use resource, describing and illustrating thousands of the very best flowers for every type of garden and climate. You’ll find over 1,200 cultivars organized in seventy-five “Flower Finder” lists of bulbs, perennials, and annuals.

Special highlights of this book include: over 400 exquisite color photographs from outstanding garden photographers; a botanical index with the American Association of Nurserymen nursery crops coding; and complete information on planning for sequential color, combining colors, and working with plant forms and textures.

This $40.00 volume is just $35.00 postpaid for AHS members. Additional copies are $32.50 each postpaid.

TO ORDER:
Send a check or money order along with the titles of the books ordered to: AHS Books, 7931 East Boulevard Drive, Alexandria, VA 22310-1390. To charge your Visa or MasterCard call (800) 777-7691.
**PERENNIALS**

We Grow Beautiful Perennials At A Price You Will Like!!!

The plants that return to bloom season after season for years of easy pleasure, our specialty... Perennials.

White Iberis for early spring, summer's perky Shasta Daisies and fall for blooming Chrysanthemums... Perennials beautify your home.

Bluestone grows over 300 varieties of perennials which are shipped in full growth — easy to plant and each plant guaranteed.

Send for our free catalog or call 800-852-5243. We will be pleased to hear from you.

Name ______________________
Address ______________________
City _______________________ State __________
Zip ________________________

**GARDEN TALES**

CLASSIC STORIES FROM FAVORITE WRITERS
ded with just such unusual horticultural situations. In Katherine Mansfield's "The Garden Party," Laura Sheridan is dazed when the frivolity of a garden party runs up against the seriousness of lower class life. In "A Curtain of Green," Eudora Welty takes a shy widow working in her garden and, with the quiet tension of an approaching rainstorm, builds to a climax of murderous intent. John Steinbeck creates a tale of indescribable poignancy, when a wholesome farm wife discovers both her own weakness and strength in "The Chrysanthemums." Nathaniel Hawthorne lures you into a garden horror story as deftly as the villain in "Rappaccini's Daughter" ensnares his victim. Lastly, in "The Occasional Garden," Saki fulfills every gardener's secret fantasy. Admit it: You, too, would like to be able to phone order an instant, home-delivered garden, complete with "hedges of flowering cactus, dazzling banks of azaleas, marble-basin fountains, in which chestnut-and-white pond-herons step daintily amid exotic water lilies, while golden pheasants strut about on alabaster terraces."

Attractively designed, Garden Tales is a complete success. Its artful writing perfumes the reader with airs of mystery, beauty, and feeling that evoke (but never quite spell out) deep significance. As Mansfield's Laura sob's to her brother Laurie when she comes back from visiting the dead neighbor's grimy shack: "Isn't life—" But what life was she couldn't explain. No matter. He quite understood.

"Isn't it, darling?" said Laurie.

—Pat Stone

Pat Stone is editor of GreenPrints, a quarterly publication of garden fiction and essays. It is available for $13 a year from P.O. Box 1355, Fairview, NC 28730.

**AHS PRESENTS "GREAT GARDENERS OF AMERICA" AT AMERIFLORA '92**

Want to learn more about day lilies? The revolution in vegetable gardening? New urban trees? Gardening in the shade? Join America's gardening experts for the "Great Gardeners of America" lecture series to be held at AmeriFlora '92 in Columbus, Ohio, beginning this month. Presented by AHS, in association with First Community Bank of Ohio, the lecture series begins April 25 and continues every Saturday until October 10. AmeriFlora '92, the official Quincentenary Celebration of Christopher Columbus's first voyage to the New World, is a showcase for American gardening. For more information contact: Sherran Blair, First Community Bank of Ohio, 4300 East Broad Street, P.O. Box 717, Columbus, OH 43216, (614) 293-4680.

"GREAT GARDENERS OF AMERICA" LECTURE SERIES SCHEDULE: APRIL TO MAY 1992

April 25: "American Gardens in Jeopardy: Opportunities for Optimism," H. Marc Cathey, National Chairman for Florist and Nursery Crops Review with the Agricultural Research Service. Former Director of the U.S. National Arboretum

May 2: "The Luxuriance of Peony, Hosta, and Daylily Gardening" Roy Kiehm, Owner of Kiehm Nursery in South Barrington, Illinois

May 9: "Gardening: The Great American Dream" Carolyn Marsh Lindsay, Immediate Past President of AHS from Rochester, New York

May 16: "Gardening in All Five Senses" Allen Lacy, Author and Garden Columnist from Linwood, New Jersey

May 23: "Gardening for the Design of It" Sally Bossberg, Landscape Designer from Washington, D.C., and AHS Board Member

May 30: "Flower Arranging for Floral Artists" Pauline Runkle, Floral Artist from Manchester-by-the-Sea, Massachusetts

---

**Book Order Form**

- Passion Flowers: $30.00
- Narcissus: $30.00
- Garden Tales: $11.00

Postage and handling: $2.50. Virginia residents add 4 1/2 % sales tax. Please allow six weeks for delivery. Prices are subject to change without notice.

Enclosed is my check for $______

- Visa
- MasterCard
- Exp. Date:______

Acct. #:______

Signature:______

Ship to:______

Street:______

City:______

State:______

Zip:______

MAIL TO: AHS Books, 7931 E. Boulevard Drive, Alexandria, VA 22308-1300. AHS92
NOW...RECYCLE LEAVES, LIMBS & YARD DEBRIS...AS YOU WALK!

Introducing The Revolutionary New TROY-BILT® Chipper/Vac!

It's here! Total yard debris recycling — all from one machine! No more raking. No more piling. No more bagging. You simply walk behind this revolutionary new machine to pick up, shred and bag lawn clippings, leaves, sticks, etc. without ever touching the debris! Plus, the chipper accepts limbs and branches up to 3/4" thick — no more tedious and time-consuming hand-feeding!

Now You Can Collect, Compact & Bag Your Yard Debris...Automatically!

It's as easy as mowing your lawn! Yard debris is vacuumed into the advanced new shredding chamber where it is automatically reduced to one-eighth its original volume, then instantly bagged, for easy, one-step collection!

PLUS...Have All The Free Landscaping Mulch You Can Use!

Next to your lawn mower, this is the only machine you need for complete yard maintenance! It not only cleans up your entire lawn and garden areas, but it recycles your yard debris into valuable mulch and compost to spread around your garden and landscape plantings. You give your entire place a "professionally landscaped" look at a fraction of the cost!

FREE CATALOG! CALL TOLL-FREE:
1-800-669-5050 Dept. 3591

TROY-BILT Mfg. Co.
Dept. A3591
102nd St. and 9th Ave.
Troy, N.Y. 12180

YES! Please rush me information on the revolutionary new TROY-BILT® Chipper/Vac, including Models, Specs, and special Sale Prices now in effect!
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A woodland wildflower garden of more than 100 species began—and continues—with the act of sharing.

STORY AND PHOTOS BY JOHN A. LYNCH

When I was eight or nine and living in the Midwest, a neighbor that I knew only as Mr. Conover displayed along his back fence a small, tidy wildflower garden that I particularly remember for large-flowered *Trillium grandiflorum* and Jack-in-the-pulpit (*Arisaema triphyllum*). They were common wildflowers then, but I didn't know that. What I did know was that Mr. Conover was often puttering around in his yard and that if I hung around long enough and showed enough interest, I might persuade him to give me a couple of his flowers. One Saturday morning I was peering through his fence and we struck up a conversation. It turned out that the trilliums and Jacks were his favorites too, and I eventually walked home with two of each. They became the nucleus of my first wildflower garden. At that time I didn't know anything about transplanting, so I dunked the roots in our bathtub to wash off the soil and carefully planted the flowers in our yard. As I recall, they survived for many years.

It would be many years later when, living with my wife and children in New England, I became serious about wildflowers and established a woodland garden that would eventually include 110 kinds. The slope on which I began to plant them was treeless at first, seemingly an unlikely spot for woodland flowers. But because it was on the north side of the house, the sun did not reach it until summer. Meanwhile I planted three mountain ashes, a gift from a neighbor's lot, none more than five feet tall, and a red pine from a site being cleared for a warehouse. As the trees grew, the wildflowers were transplanted from beside the house into their shade, where in recent years the garden has grown so vigorously that—shades of Mr. Conover!—I have been able to thin out and pot up dozens of plants to give to
Jack-in-the-pulpit (left) was one of the natives that enticed Lynch into wildflower gardening. His woodland garden now contains 110 kinds of wildflowers, including great Solomon’s-seal and columbine.
In the early years, my garden was a new home to many "rescued" plants, saved literally from the path of the bulldozer. As Interstate 89 was being built through sections of central and northern Vermont, its route yielded many woodland species, as did the site of a pumped-storage power plant in New York, where a reservoir was scraped out of a mountaintop. A coal-mining region in West Virginia, where entire hillsides were being slashed away, gave up more southerly plants, and from a parking lot under construction in Indiana I dug localized trilliums a day ahead of the excavators.

Although many woodland natives flower in pastel shades, I also have spotless whites and flaming reds to turn the eye, and an inconspicuous brown flower, blue cohosh (Caulophyllum thalictroides), which gets its name from the attractive blue fall fruit that rewards us when nearly all else has passed. Among those that I constantly have to pot up and share is large-flowered bellwort (Uvularia grandiflora), which started as a clump of six or seven stems and now has jumped to other garden spots. Three-foot great Solomon's-seal (Polygonatum commutatum) from a friend's Milford, Michigan, woods, planted as a backdrop, migrates in all directions with its thick rhizomes. Every other year or so errant plants must be dug and directed back to the border, with some of the more adventurous ones going into pots.

The Solomon's-seal has now made a 1,600-mile round trip, traveling to my sister-in-law's back yard in Birmingham, Michigan, and brought it east. My garden has no fewer than fourteen genera of these since I obtained them, and two years ago I separated a clump of fifteen large-flowered trilliums into seven paired blue. Pale violet (Viola striata) seeds within the garden as well as in my lawn. But because it is not a New England native, but came from Indiana, the extra plants are welcomed by other local wildflower gardeners. Long-spurred violet (V. rostrata), on the other hand, is native to rich New England woods, but mine was dug from the lawn of a friend in Gauley Bridge, West Virginia.

Both of the latter are stemmed violets, the leaves and flowers borne on the same stem, as is Canada violet (V. canadensis), a white species often a foot tall with a yellow eye and tinge of lavender on the back of the petals. This one is not easy to keep in the garden, perhaps because it really prefers Canada and colder climes. American dog violet (V. canadensis var. pubescens), which is also stemmed, forms long-lasting mounds of pale blue flowers.

Among stemless violets—those with leaves and flowers growing on separate stalks with the flowers usually rising above the leaves—are two small species, northern white violet (V. macloskeyi var. pellens) and sweet white violet (V. blanda). The former often only one inch high. In northern Vermont, I have seen it rampant in moist grass, along with dark-eyed, marsh blue violet (V. cucullata), which is also stemless. The earliest of the genus to bloom is round-leaved yellow violet (V. rotundifolia), not more than five inches high and more likely two or three, with small, roundish leaves that finally grow much larger after the blossoms have faded. Downy yellow violet (V. pubescens) and smooth yellow violet (V. pubescens var. ericarca) are look-alike stemmed species that bloom later and can be a foot high.

The genus that I have found both hardest and most attractive are the trilliums, of which the garden has seven species and two botanical varieties. These members of the lily family get their name from the fact that most of them have leaves, petals, and sepals in threes. But plants of some—the prairie and toad trilliums (Trillium recurvatum and T. sessile)—are look-alike stemmed species that bloom later and can be a foot high.

The genus that I have found both hardest and most attractive are the trilliums, of which the garden has seven species and two botanical varieties. These members of the lily family get their name from the fact that most of them have leaves, petals, and sepals in threes. But plants of some—the prairie and toad trilliums (Trillium recurvatum and T. sessile)—are look-alike stemmed species that bloom later and can be a foot high.

The genus that I have found both hardest and most attractive are the trilliums, of which the garden has seven species and two botanical varieties. These members of the lily family get their name from the fact that most of them have leaves, petals, and sepals in threes. But plants of some—the prairie and toad trilliums (Trillium recurvatum and T. sessile)—are look-alike stemmed species that bloom later and can be a foot high.

The genus that I have found both hardest and most attractive are the trilliums, of which the garden has seven species and two botanical varieties. These members of the lily family get their name from the fact that most of them have leaves, petals, and sepals in threes. But plants of some—the prairie and toad trilliums (Trillium recurvatum and T. sessile)—are look-alike stemmed species that bloom later and can be a foot high.
The last of all flowers to bloom for Lynch, never earlier than October, is the soapwort gentian (left). The bottle-shaped flowers, which continue through November, are pollinated by bumblebees but snubbed by honeybees. The nodding trillium's glossy, scarlet, seed-filled berry (above) hangs towards the ground. Lynch rescued his from the construction site for a parking lot in Indiana.
GARDENING NATURE’S WAY

The trend toward using native plants in naturalistic landscapes represents a view of gardening, “as a relief from, and antidote for, the horrible, homogenous landscape with which we have surrounded ourselves,” suggests Dr. Richard Lighty, director of the Mount Cuba Center for the Study of Piedmont Flora in Greenville, Delaware.

In a lecture at the American Horticultural Society’s River Farm headquarters last September, Lighty observed that this change has taken centuries. In ancient Persia, gardens were very obviously manmade, as a way of showing dominance over a hostile landscape. Italian gardens were still highly structured, while later French formal gardens, while generally geometrical, included “little woods,” or bosques.

In the increasingly industrialized and urban landscapes of nineteenth-century England, however, “nature stopped being the enemy and our own productions began to be regarded as deterrents to our happiness.” In the 1920s and ’30s, the work of Danish and German landscape architects and in the United States, Jens Jensen, Frank Lloyd Wright, and Aldo Leopold, championed the need for nature in our daily lives and told us to look around ourselves for inspiration.

By the 1960s, Lighty said, our culture was ready for “soft edges as well as hard lines; green vegetation as well as macadam, concrete, and glass; and surprise and variety as well as the predictable urban grid and mowed pasture.”

Inspirations for our garden designs should be drawn by observing nature—as we travel, of course, but especially close to home. However, while a natural setting such as a forest or meadow can be awe-inspiring, such landscapes can be too visually complex. Preferences are still evolving from formal to informal gardens, and on some level, most of us still seek some order and balance.

“Remember,” Lighty said, “that naturalistic gardens are every bit as contrived and artificial as formal gardens.” The secret to creating a naturalistic landscape, he advises, is to simplify and organize nature while avoiding the unconscious inclusion of human interference. For example, such elements as plant forms and fall color always show a certain level of unpreventability. Forces such as gravity, water, wind, light, and temperature create irregular, changing patterns. Gardeners should try to orchestrate a personally pleasing level of excitement or rest by striking a balance between harmony versus contrast, regularity versus irregularity, and symmetry versus asymmetry.

Some of Lighty’s rules of thumb:
• Never employ straight or vertical lines and edges.
• Create patterns on the surface by mixing ground covers that differ in height, form, color, and season of interest. These should be alternated with leaf litter—not mulch—spread on the surface, rather than dug in.
• Avoid abrupt transitions.
• Isolated plants are rare in nature. Plant them in small groups of odd numbers.
• Likewise, nature rarely spaces plants equal distances apart. Space plants at uneven distances from each other.
• Natural plant forms are seldom regular. Nursery-grown trees are symmetrical because they are grown in open fields with careful spacing and abundant resources. The naturalistic gardener should consider planting trees that are misshapen, have multiple trunks, low or high crooks, and a mix of towering canopy-sized trees and saplings.
• Objects used in a naturalistic garden should be attuned to their surroundings. They should not stand out as “foreign” because of an odd shape, texture, color, or other attribute. (This is often obvious with stonework.) However, it is possible to use symbolic groupings to suggest a larger scene from the natural world. For example, a few rounded boulders, a pool, a mat of pine needles, and a small fern can suggest an Adirondack mountain retreat.

Lighty ended his talk on a more upbeat note than he began it. “As our daily lives become more controlled and homogenous, we will turn more frequently to nature for our inspiration,” he predicted. “In so doing, we will come to a greater appreciation of nature’s complexity and fragility. The real habitat for mankind may just be the kind of earth that gardeners are now making.” —Kathleen Fisher, Editor

plants and one single. Some went back into the yard and some to spring sales.

White, drooping trillium (T. flexipes) also came from the Indiana lot and has lived in my garden with the other transplants for twenty-one years. Although it hasn’t multiplied, the others have. I have given away thirty of the prairie trilliums in the past several years and still have twenty. It spreads by rhizome offshoots, while the toad trillium self-seeds.

T. maculatum was dug from a Tallahassee, Florida, gardener’s back yard four years ago in March while in full bloom and transplanted in April after the last snowfall here. Among all my plants, this is the farthest from home, and responding to its Florida-influenced botanical clock, it is the first trillium up each spring, five inches high by April 1. Oddly, as if confused by the northern spring, it holds its sepals tightly over its petals until the first week of May.

Of all the species, nodding trillium (T. cernuum) bears the most eye-catching fruit, a glossy, scarlet, seed-filled berry nearly an inch in diameter.

The standout among all the individual plants in the woodland garden would have to be a prolific sport or mutant of bloodroot (Sanguinaria canadensis). Some of its root buds produce two flower stems, although texts say only one is normal. Even more unusual, sometimes a smaller third flower has grown as an offshoot halfway up the stem of the second flower. The sport blooms as much as two weeks later than the species, has as many as sixteen petals of pure white instead of the usual eight off-white petals, holds them much longer, and has pale yellow stamens instead of gold. It grows in tight clumps of as many as fifty blossoms. Without noticeably lessening their overall appearance, I have been able to propagate dozens of new plants through root division. Its provenance is unclear. I date it to a visit to Cabot, Vermont, in 1983, but I did not realize for several years that it was “different.”

Due special recognition for beauty is the large yellow lady’s-slipper (Cypripedium calceolus var. pubescens), which remains one of the most sought-after plants for a wildflower garden, first because it is a member of the orchid family and second because it is actually quite easy to transplant and keep alive. My first lady’s-slipper came from the site of the New York power plant, and a later one was given to me by the New England Wild Flower Society. Division has yielded six plants.
with from two to five flowers each. One plant, never divided, first produced one bud, then three, five, nine, sixteen, twenty-three, twenty-six, and last spring, thirty-nine buds.

Early on I tried to divide a lady's-slipper in the fall and managed to set all of the divisions back a year. I've found that clumps should be divided in spring, when the flowers are already strongly budded. I've potted up nine singles and four double plants to give away, and there is enough stock to go even further. This and the small yellow lady's-slipper (C. calceolus var. parviflorum) are the only lady's-slippers I have attempted to grow. The others are tempting but almost impossible to naturalize.

Woodland gardens are thought of as spring-flowering gardens, and in mine, this is generally true. Nine years ago I began recording the first bloom date of each species and variety. Of seventy-nine different plants, one bloomed first in March, thirty-one in April, twenty-nine in May, ten in June, six in July, and two in August with flowering carrying over into fall. Although there has been some variation when springs are warmer or colder, wetter or drier, subsequent years have tended to follow that pattern.

Sharp-lobed hepatica (Hepatica acutiloba) has always bloomed first, usually the last week of March, its silky-hairy flower buds wintering over beneath last year's leathery three-lobed leaves. The new season's leaves appear after the flowers—actually sepals—which may be white, pink, or shades of blue. Round-lobed hepatica (H. americana) blooms within a week of the sharp-lobed.

Trailing arbutus (Epigaea repens) is usually second, its white or pink flowers at ground level at the end of evergreen-leaved stems. Some years Dutchman's-breeches (Dicentra cucullana), named for its inverted white pantaloons on arching stems, has come in second by a day. Two springs ago, when several mid-March days reached the 70s, the Hepatica bloomed on St. Patrick's Day, second place was taken on March 19 by a surprise entrant, coltsfoot (Tussilago farfara), which displays its dandelionlike flowers ahead of its leaves. That same year, and again last fall, the trailing arbutus bloomed again in November from buds that otherwise would have remained closed through the winter.

Red baneberry (Actaea rubra) blooms between May 2 and 11 with round clusters of small white flowers held above leafy, branched stems that can be up to two feet high. The red berries mature throughout July and August, and plants from seed will bloom the second year. Its relative, white baneberry (A. pachypoda), blooms about two weeks later, and the white berries or "doll's eyes" (another common name) begin to ripen in mid-July. Two-inch-high partridgeberry (Mitchella repens) opens the third week of June, with two flowers uniting to form a single red berry that may well be liked by partridges, but in many places hangs on all winter. A creeping ground cover, it needs room to expand.

On either July 9 or 10, I see the busy tufts of black cohosh (Cimicifuga racemosa) on their seven-foot spikes. It doesn't need support, but definitely goes in the rear of the border. The last of all the flowers to bloom, never earlier than October, is soapwort gentian (Gentiana saponaria), which I only recently bought from a commercial nurseryman who didn't know what it was or where he had obtained it, so sold it in bud for a dollar a plant. Its bottle-shaped blue flowers, paler than the other bottle gentians, continue well into November. It is fertilized by bumblebees, which are heavy
The inverted white pantaloons of Dutchman's-breeches appear in late March. It is native from Nova Scotia to North Carolina and west to Kansas.

enough to force their way down into its "bottles." The honeybees in my garden just fly on by. In December or January we gather its seeds.

To gain an extra week or more of color, the bloom time of some plants can be manipulated to a degree. The season for sharp-lobed hepatica can be extended by keeping certain plants in sun and others in full shade. A few plants with stocky roots can be held back for late flowering by planting them deeper in the ground than one otherwise would. A group of large-flowered trilliums planted eight inches deep will be just breaking ground when others planted five inches deep are already in bud.

Other flowers are frustratingly transient. My one twinleaf plant (Jeffersonia diphylla) has never retained its white, eight-petaled flowers for more than a single April day. Last year it never did open, but merely dropped its rain-soaked, unfurled blossoms. The plant's common name derives from its large split leaves, which are as admirable in the garden as the flowers are fleeting.

There have been many changes in my woodland garden since I began establishing it on the treeless slope. After the flowers were relocated under the ashes and red pine, I planted the north side of the house with ferns, eventually raising the bed and building around it a stone wall that serves as a barrier between the ferns and the wildflower gardens.

At the lowest point in the garden I contoured the ground to make a moist spot, and here I grow such plants as pink turtlehead (Chelone lyonii) and cardinal flower (Lobelia cardinalis). The ground gave up a number of large stones, which were strategically placed so that now one can move anywhere in the garden by keeping to the stones. A separate path of flat stepping stones runs the length of the garden below the fern wall.

It was some years before I realized that, to the garden's good fortune and mine, the soil was becoming increasingly fertile beneath the mountain ashes. Thousands of berries drop to the ground every fall, making their own special humus. The drunken robins and blue jays don't get them all. Carpets of tiny trees sprout each spring, but soon are overshadowed and die.

Just as a cold frame became necessary once I began a propagation program, a potting shed became essential once I began transferring the seedlings into four- and five-inch pots. The shed is built against the back of the house with east and south exposures, and a stone foundation, which visually suggests "rock garden."

Once I began potting in earnest and plants were multiplying faster than I could handle them, there was nothing to do but have a nursery. On the slope that is my back yard, I used discarded cedar fence rails to terrace two nursery plots along a north fence in the shade of two red pines and a third under wooden slats along a south fence where there are no trees. Also along the south fence is an open plot for sun-loving plants.

From the western end of the garden, where the sun warms the season's first Hepatica, past the May stand of yellow lady's-slippers, the pendant red spurs of columbine, and the greenish bells of Solomon's-seal, the flowers bring light and life to what was once only a patch of tilled suburban earth. I watch the garden from my bedroom window on spring mornings and there, and there! I spot the newest green shoot pushing up, the newest flower in bloom—phlox and waterleaf and foamflower and celandine and twisted stalk and anemone and toothwort and trout lily and saxifrage and shooting-star and Mayapple and fairy-bells. And I imagine that, if Mr. Conover could peer through my fence, he would see flowers of which even he had never dreamed.

John A. Lynch, a photographer living in Framingham, Massachusetts, was the 1991 recipient of the New England Wild Flower Society's award for outstanding service to the society.
Increasing Our Native Intelligence

The nine-year-old National Wildflower Research Center is working hard to earn the "national" and "research" in its name.

BY ERIN HYNES

It's another rainy day during a rainy December week, and Dr. Alison Hill is reluctantly stuck indoors. "I have a field mentality," she laments, "so when I wake up to the sound of rain in the morning, it just says, 'stay in bed.'"

But Hill has not stayed in bed. She is at the National Wildflower Research Center in Austin, Texas, entering data into a computer in one of the many room additions that have been pieced together in a zigzagging maze since the center was founded in 1982 by Lady Bird Johnson, the former first lady. Hill, a community ecologist, joined the center's staff more than a year ago and has been developing a long-term, multifaceted study of options for restoring native plants in grasslands.

"This research is for people who want to increase the diversity of species on their land and do it with low-labor intensity and low cost," Hill explains, pushing back from the terminal. "The idea is not to go in with a lot of herbicides and big machinery and all that, because most small landowners don't have those available. They want to do something that's environmentally conscious but is also practical."

Were it not for the rain, Hill would be setting a torch to a ten-acre pasture of Bermuda grass (Cynodon dactylon), an exotic perennial that is aggressive enough to displace most other species in areas where it thrives.
TAMING WILDFLOWERS

Wildflowers can make an attractive addition to any landscape, even those too small for a wildflower meadow. If you're just getting started with wildflower gardening, Beth Anderson, one of the National Wildflower Research Center's resource botanists, suggests starting out slowly by replacing a failed garden plot with an appropriate native plant or choosing a native tree or shrub over a non-native selection. For example, replace crape myrtle (Lagerstroemia indica) with serviceberry (Amelanchier spp.) or redbud (Cercis canadensis) or replace boxwoods (Buxus spp.) with bayberry (Myrica spp.).

In this way you can gradually work up to a formal bed filled with wildflowers, a prairie Or a full-scale wildflower meadow.

For a more formal look, choose wildflowers that are compact and don't spread. If you'd like a wildflower meadow but don't have the space, Anderson suggests starting with a mini-prairie, interspersing shorter prairie flowers with some of the larger grasses. Choose five or six species native to your area. Most natives have large root systems, so don't crowd too many together.

The center's clearinghouse has fact sheets to help you get started. An introductory packet includes state-specific lists of commercial sources for native plants and seeds, recommended species, tips on landscaping and gardening with native plants, and a regional bibliography. A habitat gardening packet has fact sheets on creating a wildlife garden, and butterfly and wildlife gardening bibliographies. Wildflower center members receive these and other fact sheets free. Membership ($25 a year) also includes a subscription to a bimonthly newsletter and a bimonthly journal and discounts on center merchandise.

To obtain either the introductory packet or the habitat gardening packet, send $2 (each) for postage and handling and a self-addressed mailing label to: Clearinghouse, National Wildflower Research Center, 2600 FM 973 North, Austin, TX 78704.

As has been planted for lawn or pasture or has invaded from a neighbor's lawn or pasture.

Hill wants to see what it takes to weaken Bermuda grass enough to allow the reestablishment of native species. The previous winter and spring, Hill used a herd of Texas longhorn cattle to graze the foot-deep thatch to a few manageable inches. "The thinking was to get the grass to a uniform stage of growth so the burn would affect it more evenly," Hill says.

The postponed burn, which will imitate the fires that happened naturally before grasslands came under human influence, will further weaken the grass and get rid of the tussle shrubs and standing mesquite trees (Prosopis glandulosa). A few weeks after the burn, Hill plans to plant two cool-season grasses—Texas needlegrass (Stipa leucotricha) and Canada wild rye (Elymus canadensis)—to give them a head start before the warm-season Bermuda resumes growth in May.

"I'm hoping the cool-season grasses will shade out the Bermuda," Hill elaborates. "The grazing and burning will have hit it pretty hard, so it will be in a low-vigor state. But we may need another year of hammering on it." Once the Bermuda grass is in retreat, Hill will try different methods of introducing other grasses and some wildflowers, to see which species and methods work best.

Because prairie plants take a year or two to establish roots before putting great energy into top growth, Hill— who joined the wildflower center after finishing a doctoral program at New Mexico State University— plans to give them several years to establish themselves before moving on to a monitoring phase, which might last a decade or longer. By trying several techniques for maintaining the native plants, Hill hopes to find a variety of options that landowners can use to increase the ecological diversity of their land.

Hill admits that her approach is not the quickest. "You can go in and completely denude an area, start from scratch, and say, 'I'm going to plant these native plants and build a prairie.' But besides being costly, that can cause soil erosion and upset the balance of soil microorganisms that promote fertility. "This is not a project to look at the fastest way to work on land," she says. "It's for people who believe in a more sustainable agricultural system."

Hill's effort to provide alternatives to "plowing and planting" for people who want to change the vegetation on their land reflects the wildflower center's emphasis on plant communities. "All of our research relates to the interaction of different species in our plant communities," says Dr. John Averett, who's been the center's research director since leaving his post as biology department chairman at the University of Missouri in St. Louis four years ago. "We're thinking about the general community structure, rather than just reestablishing wildflowers on some arbitrary basis."

While Hill's study looks at competitive relationships within the plant community, research horticulturist Elinor Crank is focusing on the interdependence of some community members. Among her projects is an ongoing study of the relationships between native plants and mycorrhizae— soil-borne fungi that grow on roots and help plants take up water and nutrients. Crank works in the center's greenhouses and growth chambers, free from the tyranny of weather.

"The way I look at it, our goal is to reestablish native plants in the environment," Crank reflects. "If you're going to plant native plants, you need to include the things that allow them to survive in nature." Since an estimated 90 percent of all plants grow symbiotically with mycorrhizae, it's reasonable to assume that Crank would find an association between the fungi and most plants she studies. But by using a soil mixture devoid of nutrients, she plans to find which species must be inoculated with mycorrhizae to survive and which merely benefit from it. Crank hopes that nurseries will begin inoculating the plants they sell, to hasten establishment and reduce plants' need for water and fertilizer. "It negates the benefits of native plants if you're still watering and fertilizing them," she points out. She currently uses a nonspecific commercial inoculant— sold in fifty-pound bags, in case you'd like some for your potting shed—but hopes someday to begin isolating mycorrhizae strains specific to their hosts.

In research targeted to the nursery industry, Crank studies the parasitic relationships of wildflowers in hope that elucidating their growth requirements will encourage their commercial production.

One genus she's looking at is Castilleja, whose 150 species of bright red, yellow, or purple flowers would be a hit among gardeners but for one problem: they cannot be easily grown commercially. Wild-collected seed of the annual C. miniavis is available,
but costs about $500 per pound.

Crank had read reports that some perennial species of Castilleja developed better when potted with a plant of a different genus than they did growing alone; she had also observed Indian-paintbrush (C. indivisa) growing in nature with Texas bluebonnet (Lupinus texensis). Aided by a grant from the Texas Department of Agriculture, Crank decided to investigate whether Castilleja indivisa might be a facultative parasite of bluebonnet—that is, capable of surviving on its own but benefiting when drawing water and nutrients from the bluebonnet.

Crank found that C. indivisa did indeed benefit from the pairing. After four months, sixty-three of the 100 plants she'd potted with bluebonnet had flowered, while none of the solitary specimens had. The results were similar when she grew C. indivisa with evening primrose (Oenothera speciosa). The fresh weight of the Castilleja indivisa grown with the evening primrose was more than five times greater than that of C. indivisa alone. Crank is now trying the perennial C. purpurea with two grass species and with Missouri evening primrose (Oenothera macrocarpa).

Crank's results have a clear message for commercial seed producers: sow Castilleja species with a host and reap profits. To further help potential producers, Crank is running germination tests to see what temperature Castilleja seeds prefer and to learn whether a cold treatment breaks seed dormancy. Hill is also conducting yield studies to give commercial growers an idea of how large a harvest to expect per acre.

The emphasis on uncovering methods applicable to commercial growers isn't coincidental. For native plants to find widespread use in public and private landscapes, they have to be available. For them to be available, nursery professionals have to know how to grow them. But they also must be convinced that someone will buy them. “It gets to be a circle,” research director Averett says, “People say, ‘I would buy it if it were available,’ and growers say, ‘I would grow it if people would buy it.’”

Getting consumers to request native plants is the aim of the center’s education program, which, combined with the research program, makes up a third of the center’s $1.3 million annual budget. These native plant advocates reason that if people know established native plants require less water than exotics, have fewer pest problems, survive their region’s weather, and provide habitat for wildlife, they’ll make the effort to seek out natives when it’s time to landscape.

“One of our goals is to make people more aware of the importance of native plants beyond just the beauty of wildflowers. We want them to appreciate the whole range of native plants, and to appreciate them for their environmental importance,” emphasizes Elizabeth Carmack, the center’s public information coordinator. “They’re part of the ecological balance that we need to work toward repairing.”

In addition to the usual education efforts—a bimonthly newsletter, biannual journal, articles for magazines and newspapers, posters for children, lectures, and exhibits—the wildflower center operates a clearinghouse that collects and distributes information on commercial sources of native flowers, shrubs, and trees, and their uses and culture. The clearinghouse offers about 200 different fact sheets, many for specific states and regions—not just for Texas or the Southwest. After all, it’s not the Austin Wildflower Research Center, and the center strives to live up to the “national” in its name. Although researchers use local natives in field studies, they design their...
The Tree Peony

King of Flowers

True-to-name cultivars seem expensive, but admirers think that they're worth a king's ransom.

By Patricia Kite

During China's Tang Dynasty, it is said, there was a tree peony called 'Pe Leang Kin', meaning 100 ounces of gold, the amount for which it sold. If this is true, the tree peony's cost has gone down somewhat in the past 1,400 years. But the "King of Flowers" still commands a steep price.

Only two nurserymen in this country—Roy Klehm of Klehm Nursery in South Barrington, Illinois, and Dr. David Reath of Reath's Nursery in Vulcan, Michigan—have been consistently successful in grafting true-to-name tree peonies. This relative scarcity keeps catalog prices between $35 and $100.

"If there's only 200 of something in the entire world," asks Klehm, "what price should it be?"

Tree peonies—which are not trees, of course, but woody shrubs that do not die back to the ground each winter as herbaceous peonies do—are certainly available in many places besides nurseries, and often at much lower prices. "But if you go to a hardware store and buy something labeled 'red tree peony' and you don't get it, the peony is worth almost nothing," says Klehm. "If you want to be sure of getting a red semidouble with gold underneath the petals, you order 'Banquet.'"

Not only is flower shape and color, overall habit, and foliage appearance a matter of guesswork when buying such plants, but they are often only one-year-old grafts. "They are not going to have a very large root system," says Klehm. Tree peonies usually take three to four years to bloom.
"The Japanese flood America with small tree peonies and only a small percentage are true to name," agrees Reath. "Brokers go to Japanese farmers and ask them only 'Are these pink, white, or purple?' Then they get thrown in a bin and labeled with names randomly."

Tree peonies are native to China and Tibet but were known as cultivated plants long before their existence in the wild was verified. Even the oldest Chinese written references call the tree peony "a flower long cultivated." They distinguished the herbaceous "sho yo" peony from the "mow tan," "muh tang," or "mew tang," most commonly spelled "moutan." The word means "male scarlet flower": scarlet tree peonies were considered the finest and "male" referred to the fact that propagation had to be by division rather than seed.

The sho yo was raised primarily for the purported medicinal value of its roots but the moutan was prized as an ornamental. The latter was the "King of Flowers," while the former was relegated to the role of the "King's Ministers" or "Prime Minister of All Flowers."

Emperor Yang Te, who ruled from 605 to 616, began the widespread distribution of moutans for garden use, and within 100 years, references say, "they were found about the huts of the lower classes as about the noble seats of the great." As their ornamental bush and espalier uses became increasingly recognized, experiments began producing flowers of increasingly larger size.

Tree peony culture became a favorite divertissement of royalty and scholars. Some exquisite varieties were included in marriage dowries; their dispersal was specified in wills.

In Chinese art, each month is represented by a flower. The moutan is the flower of March, but it is also used to signify the spring season. From the twelfth century through the eighteenth, peonies and peacocks were often used together as symbols of splendor in Chinese tapestries, woodblock prints, paintings on silks and screens, and porcelains. The phoenix, too, was frequently linked with the moutan—the king of birds with the king of flowers. Peonies were embroidered on the exquisitely detailed trousseau items of the imperial princesses.

"Buddhist monks are believed to have

Left: 'Shintenchi' (New Heaven and Earth) is Roy Klehm's favorite moutan tree peony.
brought the tree peony to Japan in the early part of the eight century," says Reath, along with apple, orange, and cherry trees. The moutan, which became "botan" or "bhotan," was an immediate favorite. Extensive hybridization produced flowers with clearer coloring, elegant lines, and lighter weight so that they held themselves upright on the bush, instead of hanging down in their foliage. Explains Reath: "The Chinese varieties of the time were large and heavy doubles that required a lot of staking to keep from drooping."

The peony became known as the flower of prosperity, since initially, only the rich could afford them. Unlike the Chinese, the Japanese did not mix them with other plants in the landscape, but would display a collection entirely of peonies in large pots or long beds, the latter often near the women's living quarters.

In Japanese art too, the tree peony was inseparably associated with the peacock, painted on temple and palace walls and intertwined in legend and folklore. In the home the botan was always placed alone in the principal recess, a position of reverence and honor. It was often called "the flower of twenty days" for the time it lasted when cut and placed in water.

A horticulturist visiting Japan in 1899 wrote that tree peony culture "amounts to a regular worship" with each plant grown outdoors having its own individual protective straw thatch.

In July of 1656, the Dutch East India Company sent its first representatives to what we now call Beijing. Upon returning home, one of them described flowers similar to roses but twice as large and without thorns. Few people were excited. For yet another century, no European took a serious look at the use of tree peonies. Then about 1786 Joseph Banks, the noted plant hunter from Kew, read the account and sent an emissary to secure a specimen plant. Described as having a very double magenta bloom fading to pink at the edge, it was a *Paeonia suffruticosa* cultivar sometimes called *P. moutan 'Banksii'* in historic accounts. It remained in the Kew gardens until 1842, when it was destroyed during a building project.

Robert Fortune, explorer for the Royal Horticultural Society, was said to have discovered the best of the Chinese tree peonies, which he brought back from a 1846 expedition. By the 1860s, the moutan was enjoying a tremendous popularity wave. But this soon ebbed because of the difficulty in propagating the plants, the resulting high prices, and the disappointing performance of the more inferior plants.

In 1712, representatives of the Dutch East India Company recorded the first reference to tree peonies in Japan, when writing of the generic "*Paeonia major*" with a "stem." Later European travelers to Japan didn't mention the tree peony at all, nor did they seem to think it worthwhile to send specimens home. Apparently, the erroneous assumption was that the Japanese varieties were similar to the Chinese varieties already tried and found somewhat lacking.

But in 1844, tree peonies were imported from the imperial gardens of Tokyo and Kyoto. Four years later, they bloomed and began winning awards. One horticulturist wrote: "I can state they are very fine things, and for the most part are different from anything sent to the Horticultural Society by Fortune."

By 1832, tree peonies had made their way from England to America, but while they attained some status with horticulturists, in 1864 naturalist Charles Mason Hovey wrote: "The tree peony is yet rare in our gardens. It is too slow a plant for us Americans. We must have something like a verbena which can be had in full bloom and sells cheap." Not only was the tree peony slow to flower, but it remained extremely difficult to propagate.

The moutan tree peony was not verified growing wild until 1910, when William Purdom sent a botanical variety of *P. suf-
A. P. Saunders (far left) created an American-style tree peony by crossing the Japanese semidouble *Paeonia suffruticosa* and the yellow *P. lutea*. William Gratwick (center), who did Saunders's grafting, carried on the tradition. White 'Joseph Rock' (top) is an old but hard-to-obtain selection. Above: 'Banquet'.

*fruticosa* to the Arnold Arboretum. Four years later Reginald Farrer wrote of finding a white specimen in the mountains along the border of Tibet and China's Kansu Province.

However, the discovery in 1888 of another species, *P. lutea*, by French missionary Father Jean Marie Delavay, had more of an impact on the breeding of the tree peonies that are highly prized today.

This long-sought yellow peony was crossed with the Chinese moutan by the French hybridizers Louis Henry and Victor and Emile Lemoine to produce tree peonies of colors never seen before. But although beautiful in hue, they remained heavy headed.

In the late 1920s an American chemistry professor, A. P. Saunders of Clinton, New York, began crossing *P. lutea* with Japanese semidoubles to obtain yellow tree peonies with sumptuously large blossoms held high above their foliage on strong stems. Most also had crimson or maroon flares, or blotches, on their petals, radiating from the center. William Gratwick, whom he hired to graft the peonies for his nursery, wrote of their shapes: "In form some of them are like magnolia blossoms; others remind one of lotus flowers or great anemones."

Both Klehm and Reath offer more than thirty Saunders cultivars. Some are among the most affordable true-to-name tree peonies available. These include 'Banquet', which is strawberry red with gold undersides; satiny black-crimson 'Thunderbolt'; dark mahogany 'Black Pirate', which Klehm calls "very easy to grow"; and possibly Saunders's most well-known, 'Age of Gold', camellia shaped, yellow with red flares, and "a good starter tree peony" according to Klehm.

When Saunders died in 1953, Gratwick continued expanding his collection of rare cultivars. He did not make crosses, but he found a skilled hybridizer in a most unlikely way. In 1938 during a trip to New York he had bought a painting from impressionist Nassos Daphnis, whom he then invited to visit his home and garden in Pavilion, New York. Daphnis, whose horticultural experience had been limited to some grafting he had done as a child in Greece, began painting tree peonies, and when he was discharged from the U.S. Army in 1945, began hybridizing them as Gratwick's partner.

Daphnis discovered that the second-generation hybrids were not sterile, as had been believed. The fertility of the plants...
PEONY CULTURE

Although containerized tree peonies can be purchased from March through November, bare root tree peonies should be planted in the fall when the plants are dormant. This gives the peony's roots time to become anchored during the winter. Soil is a paramount consideration. "We have silt loam," says Roy Klehm. "Clay is acceptable, but tree peonies have absolutely no tolerance for poor drainage." Organic matter should be incorporated into the existing soil to at least eighteen inches deep and three feet wide to encourage roots to move through the soil freely. Roots will spread up to five feet horizontally and five feet deep. Choose your planting site carefully, since tree peonies don't like to be transplanted. "You should try from the beginning to approximate their natural surroundings," Reath says. Since these are mountainside forest regions, there should be some high shade protecting the plants from strong afternoon sun, low shade protecting the roots, and protection from wind. They should not be planted so close to trees or other shrubs that their roots will have to compete for nutrients, however.

"You must be well aware of climate limitations," Klehm notes. "Peonies are a cold climate plant, generally USDA Zones 3 through 7. They like cold winters, deep rich soils. They love snow country—growing areas like Wisconsin, Illinois, Iowa, Michigan, and western New York. After all, peonies originated in the mountain passes of Tibet."

It has been suggested that peonies prefer a soil pH between 6.5 and 7. Klehm recommends incorporating a slow-release high phosphorous fertilizer in the top of the soil and below the foliage during the growing season. Grafted tree peonies need at least two years to get a firm footing, and a third or fourth year for a large number of good-sized blossoms to appear.

—Patricia Kite

David Reath (left) and Roy Klehm (right). Reath was an amateur who was attracted to peonies as companions to irises. Klehm represents the fourth generation in a family nursery, which also specializes in daylilies. "Nike" (opposite page, left) is a fragrant hybrid from Nassos Daphnis. Opposite, right: Daphnis collecting pollen.
chicine, a substance derived from the autumn crocus or meadow saffron (Colchicum autumnale), to double peony chromosomes and thus give breeders additional access to the wealth of genetic material found in this genus.

Although Roy Klehm was only eleven years old when A. P. Saunders died, he too benefited from his legacy. He made his first successful graft, while in high school, with Saunders’s cultivar ‘Age of Gold’.

Roy Klehm’s great-grandfather, John Klehm, came from Germany to Buffalo, New York, where he worked as a bricklayer before moving to Chicago and taking up the nursery trade in 1852. Like many of this country’s early nurserymen, Klehm began by selling edible and holiday plants, such as the traditional German Christmas tree.

“My grandfather Charlie took the business over in 1892, then my father Carl, then me. And I was the one who brought the tree peonies into our company.”

Klehm tried to propagate tree peonies as a child helping his father in the nursery. “I was just so attracted to them. The knock-out, pure beauty of the blossoms is staggering. But for the first few years I failed. I didn’t know what I was doing. And as a child, I didn’t have the patience.”

Tree peony grafting and growing can be complex and time consuming. Arno and Irene Nehring wrote in their book Peonies, Indoors and Out: “We should like to include a mild warning about mortality in grafting. A nursery that has less than 50 percent deaths the first year and another 50 percent the second counts that it is doing pretty well.”

The greatest risk in the procedure, explains Reath, comes from Botrytis paeonia, a fungus that causes young shoots to suddenly wilt and turn black. “This is an operation” requiring surgically sterile conditions, Klehm emphasizes. “What hurts results is the pathogens. Sanitation is extremely important. You have to have a clean work surface and use an antiseptic surgical knife. We sterilize everything thoroughly.”

The grafting is done by inserting the scion—a wedge of the tree peony to be reproduced—snugly into the rootstock of a herbaceous peony. Both cambium layers—the vital layer of cells just under the surface—must match exactly.

“We bind this with a rubber band,” says Klehm, “and then use rose wax to seal the graft. We place the tree peonies in outdoor field beds for a year. Then they go into a container for another year.”

“Among the qualities Klehm and Reath look for in deciding whether a tree peony is worth the effort it takes to reproduce it are blossom color, blossom size, foliage color and shape, disease resistance, strong stems and heavy petals to help them stand up to wind and rain, and fragrance, which Scott Reath describes as ‘lemony.’”

Of all Klehm’s current offerings, the white semidouble ‘Joseph Rock’ is the rarest. It was named after a plant hunter who in the 1930s collected seeds of what he believed to be a tree peony from a lamasery garden and sent them to the Arnold Arboretum. Its blossoms are fluffy and pure white with purple inner flares. “The gardeners at Sissinghurst Castle tried to find one of these for eighteen years,” says Klehm. “When I told them that I had one, they almost fell over.”

In the 1920s and 1930s, catalogs of Japanese nurseries listed 200 or more varieties of tree peonies. But nearly all of them went out of business during World War II. Now, notes Klehm, Japanese gardeners who prize verified tree peonies are contacting his and Reath’s nurseries. “We ship tree peonies anywhere we find customers,” says Klehm. That includes China, which is where this story began.

Patricia Kite, a free-lance writer living in Newark, California, has been writing about gardening for sixteen years. The Klehm Nursery catalog is available for $4 (refundable on first order) by writing Route 5, Box 197, Penny Road, South Barrington, IL 60010-9553.

The Reath peony catalog is available for $1 by writing County Road 577, Box 247, Vulcan, MI 49892.
I'm probably not alone in having wonderful memories of childhood encounters with gardens. I still remember with pleasure and a little nostalgia the fragrant purple lilac in my grandmother's yard and the cozy hiding place in the niche between the giant granite boulder and the sprawling sumac in my family's garden.

My memories of gardening, however, are not so pleasant. It always seemed that I was just about to start a ramble through the ravine or had my baseball mitt in hand when my parents conscripted me to cut grass, weed, or worst of all, pick beans.

My transition into a gardener began with my experiences homesteading in northern British Columbia and continued when I became a homeowner simply trying to create a pleasant garden. Even so, when
I joined the staff of the Royal Botanical Gardens (RBG) in Hamilton, Ontario, after graduating from forestry school, it wasn't as a gardener but rather as a supervisor of RBG's extensive natural areas. After a few years I was offered an opportunity to try my hand at a new position. Consequently, and with a certain amount of irony, I became supervisor of RBG's Children's Garden. One of my responsibilities was the Junior Gardeners Club, a gardening program for 8- to 13-year-olds that had been running for thirty-five years.

Unfortunately I either forgot or ignored my childhood memories of gardening. During the first season I spent a great deal of time teaching lessons about proper gardening techniques. After the formal session in the classroom, the kids would go to their gardens to practice what I had preached. For the rest of the class I would bounce around the garden from one cry of "Mr. Holley!" to the next, at each stop offering help and trying to muster some enthusiasm for a crooked row of beet seedlings or a particularly interesting Gordian knot of unthinned carrots. In between bounces I would roust out wandering weeders from behind the raspberries and under the apple trees. The two-hour sessions were exhausting, and even worse, by late summer the attendance had shrunk from thirty-six to seventeen. Something had to be changed.

During the next decade the program went through many changes, but perhaps the most important was a change in attitude. Now our emphasis is on the garden as a special place, full of miraculous living things—living things that are beautiful, tasty, wriggly, smelly, and creepy. Our classes are full of games, stories, crafts, and cooking, as well as weeding and watering.

Today the Junior Gardeners program has between thirty-six and forty participants, and I continue to spend a great deal of time helping and admiring. The attendance rarely falls below thirty and over half of the class each spring is made up of returning gardeners.

The evolution of the children's gardening programs continues each year. This year we expanded the program to morning and afternoon sessions and reduced the number of children per session to thirty.

Below: Youngsters are fascinated with huge plants like corn, which can be attractive at the back of a border. Far left: Small children like to dress scarecrows in their own old clothes.
Three years ago we added two more gardening programs: Cockshells and Silverbells for 2- to 4-year-olds and Sow and Grow for 5- to 7-year-olds. And we’re not just for kids these days. Now we have community gardens, horticultural therapy programs, and a variety of adult education programs. The Children’s Garden is now the Teaching Garden.

Each Junior Gardener tends his or her own plot of land. I inherited beautiful, precise plans for eight-foot by twelve-foot gardens, but it soon became apparent that they were far too large for most of the kids to keep up with. For several years now each child has tended a three-and-a-half by ten-foot bed mounded up with soil excavated from the pathways. We have found that if they are any wider it is difficult to reach the center of the garden without stepping into it. Next year, however, we will probably try things a little differently.

During the past year I have had the opportunity to share ideas with several other people who are gardening with children. One visit was with Jane Taylor, the driving force behind the development of a new garden for children at Michigan State University. This garden will have many features but my favorite is the pizza garden. It is divided into slices, each filled with a plant used in making pizza. Catherine Eberbach, supervisor of the Children’s Garden at the New York Botanical Garden, gave me some wonderful ideas about using low hedges of annuals such as basil to define a child’s proprietorship. On Chicago’s south side I visited third-grade teacher LaDonna Brody, who is trying to get her students off the streets and into the garden during the summer. Her efforts are part of the Chicago Botanic Garden’s extensive Urban Horticulture Program. I also had a chance to watch my own daughters’ reactions as they explored the Children’s Garden at Longwood Gardens near Philadelphia. They were fascinated by the tunnels and nooks and niches of the garden and delighted by its topiary creatures.

Now I don’t feel that we have to be confined to rectangular plots. Next year we’ll try squares or circles with a narrow access and an open area in the middle, sort of a little garden fort. Perhaps some of the young gardeners will add a bean tunnel or a tepee for added privacy. We have grown a variety of beans on this sort of structure. The favorites are hyacinth bean (Dolichos lablab) for its flowers, scarlet runner bean (Phaseolus coccineus) for its tasty flowers and beautiful seeds; and the yard-long bean (Vigna unguiculata subsp. sesquipedalis), which almost lives up to its name.

Each year we create a labyrinth or maze at the Teaching Garden. Most children are delighted by the idea of a puzzle garden, even if the plants aren’t tall enough to create a visual barrier or the plan isn’t particularly complex. Twisting pathways, dead ends, and small open spaces left in the corn patch at planting time create a maze. We usually plunk a scarecrow Minotaur in the middle of ours. Last summer a student rescued some temporary traffic signs left over from a festival and posted them around the maze. The kids thought they were hilarious.

Planting a garden is quite a bit different when you are working with younger children, especially 2- to 4-year-olds. We start off by setting out marigold transplants. Voilà! Toddler gardeners have flowers and a simple way to locate their gardens. The next step is to plant some onion sets in a little circle around the marigold. The child can screw them in just like light bulbs. Within a few days there will be a palisade of little green shoots emerging around the marigold. From there we plant in clumps radiating out from the center. The garden should be only about thirty inches wide. Larger crops such as potatoes or sunflowers can be planted off to one side.

The first time I sowed seeds with very young children I put some seeds in their hands and then showed them the planting area. They all looked up at me with wide-eyed innocence, opened their hands, and dropped the seeds. We had fifteen little forests of lettuce. As a result, when planting seeds with preschoolers we now mix the seed with sand and place the child at the planting spot before we give them the sand-seed mixture.

Because preschoolers can’t read, we mark the seeded area with a picture of the flower or vegetable cut out of a seed catalog. These are laminated with plastic film and fastened to ice-cream bar sticks.

It is important that kids have gardens that are big enough to be interesting but small enough to cope with. Barrel gardens and window boxes are viable options if space is limited. We also build bag gardens. These are made by filling shopping bags with a soilless growing medium. The bag openings are tied, planting holes cut in the top, and drainage provided by making short slits in the bottom. We have grown everything from begonias to beets in these. The other nice thing about container gardening is that it’s accessible to youngsters in wheelchairs.

Kids love making scarecrows as well. If we don’t have any straw on hand, we stuff them with balls of newspaper. Young children seem to have a special fascination with little scarecrows dressed in their own old clothes. I don’t worry about taking them down in the fall; they are great snowball targets and familiar garden faces in the winter.

While scarecrows are easy for preschoolers to relate to, scientific principles are not. One of my students, Charles, is a wonderfully bright child who has become a very skilled young gardener. However he is also one of the most obstinate children that I have ever encountered. One day several years ago, when Charles was three
or four, I received a call from his mother. She asked me to please explain to Charles that he didn’t have to feed the plants his own breakfast, lunch, and dinner. Charles was adamant that I had said that plants needed food to survive and he didn’t want his plants to die so he was feeding them.

Needless to say, Charles’s obduracy and his mother’s frustration escalated to almost cataclysmic proportions. It is difficult to explain photosynthesis to even a precocious 4-year-old and Charles wouldn’t accept a simple “plants eat sunshine and soil and water.” We finally found a compromise. He could compost the leftovers and then feed them to his plants.

Charles’s brother Robert taught me that children, like adults, may want to have some say about what they grow. Last May I was showing a group of young gardeners how to plant onions when suddenly Robert burst into tears. He didn’t want to plant onions like the others. Ideally, the children should be able to choose what they plant. At the Teaching Garden we have to compromise on choice, at least initially, in favor of providing concrete directions. It gets pretty confusing for everyone if forty kids are trying to figure out how to plant forty different flowers and vegetables at the same time. However, once the framework of the garden is in, we let them make their own choices. (Incidentally, within a few minutes the only evidence of Robert’s despair was a smudge of dirt on his cheek where he had wiped away the tears and an extra row of carrots in his garden.)

At home you could involve your children from square one in choosing plants and seeds from the garden center or catalog. A
There are blue beans and red potatoes as Recycled containers play a major role in "gardening with garbage" at the Royal Botanical Gardens.

word to the wise: children can be just as readily seduced by catalogues as adults. I still blush at the memory of buying seeds for "Presto Pickle." To this day I don't know what kind of plant it was but I do know that it didn't produce any pickles.

There are more and more vegetable cultivars available that are fun for kids to grow. Radishes are available in pink, purple, green, and white as well as red. There are blue beans and red potatoes as well as fat little carrots and spaceship-shaped purple kohlrabi. We try to select crops that will mature at various times during the growing season so that there is always something new developing. Kids love harvesting potatoes and peanuts—it's like digging for buried treasure.

The Junior Gardeners' gardens usually contain a mix of herbs, vegetables, and flowers throughout. We mix them up not because of any particular faith in companion planting but rather because the gardens look more attractive and the herbs and flowers are useful for bringing the garden indoors. Most kids seem to prefer the sweet-smelling herbs like anise, lemon basil, or mint. We also grow a variety of flowers as transplants for the gardens. Many are everlasting such as statice, Salvia farinacea 'Victoria', and strawflowers that can be dried, but there are always nasturtiums, marigolds, pinks, zinnias, and cosmos available as well.

The most difficult plants to deal with are the giants—corn, pumpkins, and sunflowers. One solution for growing corn is to include clumps of it at the back of a flower border. It can actually look quite attractive. Perhaps that's not too surpris-
The American Yellowwood

First collected as a source of yellow dye, it's a nearly flawless but rarely found ornamental.

BY SUSAN SAND

The American yellowwood (Cladrastis kentukea) is a beautiful, rare, and little-known American tree, discovered by a keen-eyed plant explorer of North America, André Michaux (1746-1802) arrived in New York in 1785, commissioned by the French government to find and introduce American trees of possible use to the royal navy. Eleven years later he was completing his final expedition and returning to his Charleston, South Carolina, nursery. While riding horseback through snow in northern Tennessee, he noticed an unusual tree with smooth, silvery gray bark. Unable to gather shoots because of the snow, he continued the twelve-mile journey to Fort Blount, just recently built by the government to protect the settlers from the Cherokee. He related in his journal:

"The 1st of March 1796 arrived at Fort Blount situated on the Cumberland River. Snow continued to fall during a part of the day.

"The 2nd remained over in order to pull young Shoots of a new Sophora [C. kentukea] I had remarked in the vicinity of Fleen's [Flinn's] creek about 12 Miles from the Fort. Snow covered the ground and I was unable to get any young Shoots but Captain Williams, the young [officer] stationed in the Fort cut down some trees and I found some good seeds.

"I also pulled up some roots of those trees to replant them in my garden in Carolina.

"The same day I had occasion to write to Governor Blount."

In his prompt correspondence to the
ANDRÉ AND FRANÇOIS ANDRÉ MICHAUX

André and François André Michaux were considered to be among the best-trained botanists of their time. They introduced American trees into Europe on an unprecedented scale.

André Michaux began his career at age 17 as a farmer at Satory, Versailles, after the death of his father. In 1769 he married Cecilia Claye, who died only eleven months later, shortly after giving birth to François André. Michaux never married again. He decided to become a plant explorer and received formal training at the nearby Trianon gardens under its director, Bernard de Jussieu, one of the most respected botanists of that era. In 1780 he accompanied Jean Baptiste de Lamarck on an expedition to the mountains of Auvergne, and two years later made a three-year collecting trip to Persia. Michaux had intended to return to Persia but the French government sent him to America.

In November of 1785, he arrived in New York with his 15-year-old son François André, journeyman gardener Pierre Paul Saunier, and a domestic, Jacques Renaud, and armed with a commission from Louis XVI and a letter from Lafayette to George Washington. Four days later, Michaux began collecting plants, and within a few months he had purchased land for a nursery in New Jersey. Leaving the nursery to the care of Saunier while he traveled, he gathered plants from regions around New York City. Michaux journeyed to Charleston in September, 1786, thinking about establishing a second garden in the South. Finding Charleston's climate ideal for year-round gardening, he purchased a 111-acre tract ten miles from the city.

Saunier continued to manage the New Jersey garden, and for the following ten years Michaux traveled widely throughout the eastern United States in search of new plants—from Hudson's Bay to Florida and west to the Mississippi—with the Charleston botanical garden as his headquarters. There he and his son carefully maintained plants and seeds until their shipment to Europe. Unfortunately, most of Michaux's plants did not receive the same care in France. His collections were most frequently shipped to the Park of Rambouillet where they were planted or distributed to members of the aristocracy, some of whom neglected them. The nurseries of Rambouillet were destroyed during the French Revolution, and Queen Marie Antoinette sent many of Michaux's discoveries away to her father, Francis I, emperor of Austria.

Upon his return to France in 1796, surviving a shipwreck on the Dutch coast, Michaux learned the outcome of his years of exploration and collecting—few of the 60,000 living trees he had sent from America had survived. (He had also sent ninety boxes of seed.) In addition, the post-revolution French government paid him only a small portion of his seven years of back salary. Disappointed but tireless, he lived as economically as he could and began writing about American flora, publishing a well-regarded book on American oaks, Histoire des Chênes de l'Amérique, in 1801. He had even hoped to return to America and join Saunier, to begin his work all over again. However, while on an expedition to Madagascar in 1802, he became ill and died of a malignant fever at the age of 56. He had not yet completed his magnum opus, Flora Boreali-Americana, but his son, aided by an unnamed collaborator, completed and published the work the next year.

Michaux's journal, often written by campfire as he traveled, formed the basis of his Flora Boreali-Americana. It contains extensive lists of the North American plants he examined and collected, including Cercis canadensis (eastern redbud), Cornus florida (flowering dogwood), Magnolia acuminata (cucumber tree magnolia), Acer rubrum (red maple), Larix decidua (tulip poplar), and Ilex opaca (American holly).

Besides sending American trees to Europe, Michaux added trees from Europe and Asia to his Charleston nursery, introducing to the United States such well-known ornamentals as Ginkgo biloba (ginkgo), Lagerstroemia indica (crape myrtle), and Albizia julibrissin (mimosa).

François André Michaux continued his father's work, traveling in America and introducing its native plants to Europe. The year before his father died, he was commissioned by the French minister of the interior to study the forests and agriculture of the United States. His catalog of seeds sent from Charleston to Paris in 1802 included Gordonia lasianthus (loblolly bay), Pinus palustris (longleaf pine), Nyssa aquatica (water tupelo), Ilex cassinii (dahoon), and Diospyros virginiana (common persimmon).

In 1804 he published the journal of his travels, Voyage à l'ouest des Monts Alleghany. Translated into English one year after publication, it quickly became popular in America. His descriptions of the American people and their movement west showed insight and optimism concerning America's future.

After making two collecting trips in America and sending more than twenty-five boxes of seeds to France, François André made his final trip back to France in 1808 and began writing his monumental work, Histoire des Arbres forestiers de l'Amérique septentrionale (published in Philadelphia in 1859 as North American Sylva). This book long remained the standard work on the trees of the eastern United States. François André died at his home in Vauréal on October 23, 1855, and was buried in the midst of a grove of exotic trees, mostly American.

—Susan Sand

governor, he referred to the tree's bright yellow heartwood, which he thought might serve as a source of yellow dye. According to the journal of his son, François André, who wrote about his own collecting trip six years later: "We found particularly, in these forests, a tree which, by the shape of its fruit and the disposition of its leaves, appears to have great affinity with the Sophora japonica, the wood of which is used by the Chinese for dyeing yellow. My father, who discovered this tree in 1796, thought that it might be employed for the same use, and become an important object of traffic for the country. He imparted his conjectures to Mr. Blount, then governor of this state, and his letter was inserted in the Gazette at Knoxville on the 15th of March, 1796." It is not known whether Michaux's seeds and roots ever produced trees. He died of a tropical fever while on a collecting trip to the island of Madagascar in 1802 and the yellowwood was not included in his Flora Boreali-Americana, published posthumously in 1803. However, his son, who had searched the Carolinas with him, carried on his father's work, and the year Michaux died, François André found more yellowwood trees and collected seeds that
he brought to Europe. As he described in his journal, the younger Michaux was responsible for American yellowwood's introduction to Europe:

"The epoch of my stay at Nasheville being that when the seeds of this tree were ripe, I gathered a small quantity of them, which I brought over with me, and which have all come up. Several of the plants are at the present moment ten or fifteen inches high. It is very probable that this tree may be reared in France, and that it will endure the cold of our winters, and more so, as, according to what I have been told, the winters are as severe in Tennessee as in any parts of France." It has been claimed that descendants of those trees still grow in the Tuileries gardens in Paris.

François André described American yellowwood and named it Virgilia lutea in his 1810-1813, three-volume work Histoire des Arbres forestiers de l'Amerique septentrionale. In 1824, C. S. Rafinesque, a traveling naturalist always on foot with notebook in hand, published a new generic name, Cladrastis, for the yellowwood and changed its specific epithet to tenctoria. Another change occurred in 1869 when the German taxonomist and dendrologist Karl H. Koch renamed it C. lutea using Michaux's earlier specific epithet, and for years this was the accepted scientific name. However, in 1811, two years prior to Michaux's publication of the name Virgilia lutea, George Marie Louise Dumont de Courset had published a description of a young, nonflowering cultivated tree in France, calling it Sophora kentukea. In 1971 V. E. Rudd, a botanist at the Smithsonian Institution, found his description and renamed the tree Cladrastis kentukea. Although horticulturists at the Arnold Arboretum and the U.S. National Arboretum accept kentukea, others prefer to retain lutea as the specific epithet, because they believe that de Courset's description was incomplete and ambiguous and therefore perhaps was not in fact American yellowwood.

The genus name Cladrastis, deriving from the Greek klados for "branch" and thraustos meaning "fragile," describes one of yellowwood's features. The branches are actually no more fragile than those of most other trees, but if not carefully pruned to a single trunk when young, yellowwood can develop weak crotches that may split under the stress of heavy ice or high winds. Lutea, Latin for "yellow," is a reference to the tree's yellow heartwood, and kentukea indicates the origin of the tree that de Courset described. Other common names for this species include virgilia, yellow locust, yellow ash, and gopherwood.

This rare tree, a member of the legume family, is the only representative of its genus in the New World. Four other species are native to eastern Asia: C. sinensis and C. wilsonii of China plus C. platycarpa and C. shikokiana of Japan. C. kentukea is harder and more ornamental than the other species. François André Michaux had suspected that the American yellowwood could survive winters even colder than those of France, and he was correct. It has been found to be hardy as far north as Ontario, even though its natural range is primarily in scattered locations in Kentucky, Tennessee, Arkansas, and Alabama. Yellowwood is also distributed in limited areas of North Carolina, Georgia, Oklahoma, Missouri, Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio. Although it occurs most frequently in Tennessee where it was found by both of the Michaux, this tree is not common.
Yellowwood is a choice shade tree for small properties. The bright green pinnately compound leaves turn a clear, rich yellow in fall.

anywhere. It grows in two very different habitats—in the rich soil of limestone cliffs, often overhanging mountain stream banks, and in the openings of hardwood or hemlock cove forests.

Yellowwood is one of the loveliest of the native flowering trees. Thirty to fifty feet tall at maturity, yellowwood flowers abundantly only every second or third year, and is beautiful in full flower. In May or June, fragrant and delicate white pealike flowers hang from the branch tips in twelve- to fourteen-inch long, pendulous panicles resembling wisteria. Bright green pinnately compound leaves fill the rounded, graceful crown, offering open shade in summer and becoming a clear, rich yellow in autumn. Its bark is beech-like, smooth and mottled gray, and in winter it traces a pleasing outline. Only the persistent fruit, a flattened brown legume, is of little ornamental value.

One cultivar of yellowwood, 'Rosa', has pale, rose pink blossoms. The original tree was discovered at the Perkins School for the Blind in Watertown, Massachusetts. It is no longer alive, but the Arnold Arboretum has several vegetatively propagated offspring—one produced from a cutting made in 1979 from the original tree and five or six made by grafts from the cutting. In 1980, the arboretum obtained permission to pick all the seeds on the original 'Rosa', and staff members distributed about 150 packets of seed at a meeting of the International Plant Propagators Society. The seedling trees are now being carefully grown throughout eastern North America with the hope that one of the offspring will produce flowers with a richer or more saturated pink color than the original tree. Since yellowwood takes a minimum of ten years to bloom, early reports have just been received, and the seedling trees are indeed producing pink flowers.

This beautiful native tree is not common in cultivation, partly because it is so slow to reach maturity and flower. Yellowwood may grow as much as fourteen inches per year, but will not bloom until it is ten to twenty years old. Yet this tree is relatively easy to propagate by seed or root cuttings, is tolerant of a variety of soils, and resists both fungus and insect attack. Because of its deep root system, yellowwood tolerates moderate drought and will not compete with grass, underplanted flowers, or nearby trees.

The tree's one significant weakness has probably preserved it from extinction. Because the trunk of a young tree left unpruned will fork close to the ground, yellowwood is unsuitable for commercial harvest. The early pioneers did make small furniture from the wood and carve it into gunstocks, for it is a beautiful, close-grained, strong, and heavy wood that takes a high polish. The settlers also learned to chip the wood and boil it to make a yellow dye for their homespun cloth.

These early uses have become obsolete, however, and today yellowwood is valued primarily as an ornamental tree. Introduced into cultivation in 1812 and widely grown in Europe, it is available from American nurseries usually only in small quantities. Yellowwood should be transplanted as a small tree, balled and burlapped, and placed in a location with full sun and well-drained soil. The early pruning to a single trunk needed to make the tree more wind resistant should be done in the summer, for yellowwood bleeds profusely with winter or spring pruning. Insect and disease control measures are seldom necessary.

With its graceful form and year-round seasonal interest, yellowwood is an excellent choice as a specimen tree in home landscapes. While its wide-spreading crown makes it ideal as a shade tree, its medium height makes it suitable for small properties. If space permits, landscaping with a background of evergreens can provide a pleasing contrast with yellowwood's gray bark, bright green foliage, and clear yellow fall color. The many attractive features of this rare tree, discovered in the American wilderness almost 200 years ago, make it more worthy of attention in its native land.

Susan Sand has a master's degree in horticulture and is a horticultural and biology instructor at Damascus High School in Damascus, Maryland. This is the third in a series of tree histories by Sand.

**SOURCES OF YELLOWWOOD**

Forestfarm, 990 Tetherhasl, Williamsburg, OR 97344. Catalog $3.

Foxborough Nursery, 3611 Miller Road, Street, MD 21154. Catalog $1.

Mellinger's Inc., 2310 West South Range Road, North Lima, OH 44452. Catalog free.

Woodlander's Inc., 1128 Colleton Avenue, Aiken, SC 29801. Catalog $1.
A Member's Garden
A SOUTH CAROLINA HERITAGE

Seventy-year-old plantings give this Aiken retreat special meaning.

BY HARRIETT WATSON AND JULIA LEISENRING

In an age when Americans move an average of every seven years, many of us have to settle for "instant" gardens of annuals and transient perennials. When we are fortunate enough to become possessors of established gardens, the plants have usually been selected by strangers whose history is not our history. Julia Andrews Bissell's garden in Aiken, South Carolina, is one of the rare ones that has not been the victim of multiple owners with multiple priorities. Many of the shrubs have been here since her parents, Mr. and Mrs. James Newman Andrews, first bought the property as a winter home seventy years ago.

Julia Bissell inherited the property, known as Louviers, from her parents in 1952. Her family had a long tradition of gardening. Her great-great-grandfather, industrialist Eleuthère Irénée du Pont, was also a botanist. He studied at the Jardin des Plantes in Paris, exchanged seeds and plants with botanists in France, and started a formal European garden at the same time he established his gunpowder works in Delaware in 1802.

Louviers is not a grand, sprawling estate. It is a twelve-acre private retreat, primarily a spring garden where azaleas, old and new...
new, billow in colonies planted so that their colors meld and blend and offer a sequence of bloom. Since Bissell took over its care, it has also been a show place for camellias, of which it contains countless cultivars.

The house sits on a gentle rise, one of the undulating sand hills that mark the boundary of ancient seas. Here remain many of the majestic longleaf pines (Pinus palustris), whose numbers are dwindling in its native South. From the house, a greenhouse and stable are readily accessible. The greenhouse still functions in its original capacity, offering protection to many of Bissell's prize-winning camellias. The stable offers storage space for such essentials as seed, fertilizer, wheelbarrows, lawn mowers, and a couple of vintage golf carts. The latter keep Louviers's owner, now in her vigorous eighth decade, mobile and in constant touch with the far reaches of her garden.

Louviers is a second-generation garden in more than one sense. Bill McCord, who directs the maintenance of the grounds on a part-time basis, is the son of the late Grady McCord, who came here in the 1950s to share his camellia skills. A bronze marker next to a path in the garden reminds visitors of the role Grady McCord played here.

The basic design was that of Julia Andrews, Bissell's mother. The present owner has enlarged on that arrangement, and designed many new growing areas and paths.

Giving entry to the driveway is a brick wall, weathered and mellow, which is shaded by tall pines and magnolias, and offers support for yellow jessamine (Gelsemium sempervirens), honeysuckle (Lonicera sempervirens), and Wisteria sinensis. One wandering branch of this wisteria, seventy years old and as thick as an axe handle, reaches through a design pierced in the wall and spirals upward.

The round courtyard is encircled by Photinia serrulata, laurel, Rhododendron species, and Loropetalum chinense, also seventy years old. Although they have long since left their youth behind, these plants display healthy wood, verdant foliage, and abundant bloom. One L. chinense, clipped into a sphere and fifteen feet through its middle, is a fat and showy spectacle when it is covered with the fringed blossoms identifying it as a member of the witch hazel family. Nearby a large Cercis canadensis forma alba reaches fifteen feet.

The southeast facade of the house opens
to three descending areas. The first has a small pool with a bronze figure of Narcissus looking at himself in the water. Clipped boxwood (Buxus sempervirens), sweet olive (Osmanthus fragrans), and the yaupon holly (Ilex vomitoria) form this enclosure. Behind them is a heavenly bamboo (Nandina domestica) that has been around long enough to reach six impressive feet.

Heavenly bamboo is treasured here. For a while, chic gardeners declared it out of style, but here it was never neglected nor was it at the mercy of shears. It has burgeoned over the years and, in its maturity, displays canes topped with twice- and thrice-compounded foliage that turns bronzy red in the fall. Depending upon the variety, its winter berries are scarlet or ivory—a plant for all seasons.

A second area, rectangular with rounded corners, is a smooth stretch of greensward bounded by 'Stardust' azaleas. Their white blossoms hold their color in the semishade of sweet bay trees (Magnolia virginiana), Carolina cherry (Prunus caroliniana), a huge old Ligustrum, and Lady Banks rose (Rosa banksiae var. banksiae).

Steps leading to the last terrace circle another small pool, which faces a parterre centered with a sundial and outlined in boxwood. Some of these plants are ancient and incorrigible; some are fat, symmetrical replacements. Spring bulbs are well-established here—grape hyacinth (Muscari spp.), squills, and jonquils (Narcissus jonquilla).

This early garden also includes a sweep of lawn reached by uneven brick paths, gray with lichen, moss, and the scuff marks of two generations of gardeners' feet.

Since Bissell has owned the property, these paths have led through her extensive plantings of camellias. Her interest in camellias, which began in 1953, quickly progressed to serious collecting and to the establishment of choice cultivars under the great old pines as well as to greenhouse culture. Her husband, Alfred Bissell, asked his Yale classmate Calder Seibles, then president of the American Camellia Society, to advise her. It was Seibles who suggested that camellia enthusiast Grady McCord, who had spent ten years at Fruitland Nursery in nearby Augusta, Georgia, and ten years at Magnolia Plantations and Gardens in Charleston, South Carolina, come to Louviers on a permanent basis.

Today, Bill McCord keeps the approximately 200 indoor and outdoor
Above: A swan motif is repeated throughout the garden and house. Blooming behind this pool is Rhododendron indicum. Opposite: Florida flame azalea.

camellia plants in good health, while Bassell continues to find more choice cultivars to which he can apply his propagating skills. Entries from Louviers are always among the winners at Aiken's annual camellia show and other shows throughout the Southeast.

Among her favorite Camellia japonica cultivars for growing outdoors are 'C. M. Wilson', 'Drama Girl', 'Doctor Tinsley', 'Lady Vansittart', and 'White Empress'. Those that she grows in the greenhouse include 'Amabel Lansdell', 'Charlie Bettes', 'Mrs. D. W. Davis', 'Lasca Beauty', and 'Pink Diddy'. She is attracted to camellias that are out of fashion, at least temporarily, or difficult to grow, because she likes a challenge.

McCord propagates replacements both for the garden and for his commercial nursery. It's no longer a secret that hard-to-find cultivars are for sale at his place of business.

Near the greenhouse, a small yard that once served the stables shelters a Lady Banks rose (Rosa banksiae var. banksiae), a trumpet honeysuckle (Lonicera sempervirens 'Sulphurea'), and a double yellow jessamine (Gelsemium sempervirens 'Pride of Augusta').

Here also is Rosa chinensis 'Mutabilis', the butterfly rose, propagated from one found in an old cemetery by Jane Symmes, who operates Cedar Lane Farm in Madison, Georgia. Bluestar (Amsonia tabernaemontana) blooms frosty blue along the east-facing outer wall of the stables. Like the shrub rose, it is an antique favorite being repopularized by Symmes, although its presence here predates the collaboration of these two gardeners.

Gardening fervor feeds on itself. The process of assembling horticultural treasures here led to the expansion of landscaped areas. Clearings have been opened in surrounding woods to accommodate shrubs lending themselves to life in the understory. Here, azaleas begin blooming in March and don't finish until the plum-leaved azalea (Rhododendron prinophyllum) opens its orange-red petals in July or even later. The flowers were once mistaken for the premature reddening of autumn leaves.

Joining the early bloomers is flowering quince. Great colonies of an old white one, Chaenomeles speciosa, have recently been uprooted and replanted to form a backdrop for more vivid colors. Another one, C. speciosa 'Cameo', is a relative newcomer with blossoms of an improbable
Ah, funding. The not-for-profit center depends on memberships, donations, grants, and corporate sponsorships for the bulk of its annual budget, which has grown from $2,500,000 in 1983 to its current $3.1 million. Averett is pleased with that growth but wouldn’t complain if he had more money to lavish on research. “You always wish you had more money because there’s always more work to be done—you always want additional people to do additional projects.” A big part of his job is to capitalize on available resources. For example, Averett cites the Bermuda grass field Hill is using in her study. “That field could have been a real aggravation. On the other hand, it’s an asset to use it to see how well we can replace that grass with native vegetation.”

Working within these financial constraints, Averett’s mission is to establish the fledgling center’s reputation as a respectable research institution. He insists that their research must conform to standards accepted by the scientific community. “Quality is important to us,” Averett asserts. “When we do things, we want to do them right. Part of establishing credibility is having ‘real’ research that follows a rigorous design. We want to see wildflower center studies published in mainstream scientific journals, not just the popular press.”

Firsthand interaction with the rest of the scientific community is even more desirable. Michael Dana, a horticulture professor from Purdue University, recently finished a sabbatical at the center, using its greenhouse to track down literature on the horticultural aspects of establishing and maintaining Midwestern wildflower species. Averett, who would like to see more such ties with outside researchers, concludes, “I think we have a pretty good reputation. As I go around, no one from the university community ever asks me who we are. They don’t always know the details of what we’re doing, but they certainly have heard of us.”

The center, which celebrates its tenth anniversary in December, is too new to rival major universities in number of researchers, amount of high-tech equipment, or the size of its budget. But by focusing on native flowers and grasses that have been overlooked by the traditional research establishment, it has a head start in filling a niche that can only grow in importance as America’s interest in conservation blooms.

Erin Hynes is a freelance writer based in Austin, Texas.
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Acer rubrum  / AY-sir REW-bruh
Actaea pachypoda  / ak-TEE-uh
pak ih POE-duh
A. rubra  / A. REW-bruh
Albizia julibrissin  / al-BIZ-e-uh
jaw-IH BRIH-sin
Amelanchier  / am-EL-lang-KEE-ur
Amsonia tabernaemontana  / an-So-nee-uh
ruh her-nee moh TAY-nee
Arisaema triplicatum  / ar-ih-SEE-muh
truh-pee-lih-kuh
Asarum canadense  / AH-suh-DEN-see
Buxus sempervirens  / BUK-siss sem-per-VYE-renz
Caladodium  / kuh-loe FIL-im
Camellia japonica  / kuh-MEE-lee uh
juh PON ih-kuh
Castilleja indivisa  / kast-il-EE-yuh
in dih-VEE-suh
C. purpurea  / C. per-PEW-ree-uh
Caulophyllum thalictroides  / kuh-loe FIL-im tuhn lihs-TROY-deez
Cercis canadensis forma alba  / SIR-siss
kuh-an-DEN-siss forma AL-bu
Chamaemespilus speciosa  / kee-NOM ih-lee-ee
 Spee see oh suh
Cebolone yonon  / KEE-oo-lee
lee OH-nee-ee
Cimicifuga racemosa  / sim ih-SIF-yew-ree-uh
ruh see-MOH-sue
Cladostigma kentukea  / klad RASS-tuh
ken-TUK-ee-uh
C. leuca  / C. LEW-see-uh
C. platycarpa  / plat ih-KAR-puh
C. sibirica  / sib ih-KEE-ree AY-nee
C. sinensis  / C. sye NEN-siss
C. tinctorum  / C. tink TOE-ree-uh
C. wilsonii  / C. wik SOE-see-eye
Clematis armandii  / KLEEM-uh-lee uh
ar-MON dee eye
Colchicum autumnale  / KOL-chik um
auh-Tewn NAY-lee
Coriopsis flava  / KOR-niss FLOR ih-duh
Codonopsis pilosula  / koh-DON-uh PEE-loh-suh
Cypripedium calceolus var. parviflorum  / siprh-PEE-dee um kal see oh-LIS ur var. par vih-FLOR um
C. calceolus var. pubescens  / C. kah-see oh-LIS ur var. POU-beh-sen-siss
Daphne odora  / DAF-nee oh-DOR-uh
Dicentra canadensis  / dye-SEN-truh
kan uh-DEN-siss
D. cucullaria  / D. kew kew-LAIR-ee-uh
Diospyros virginiana  / dye-OS-pur-ee
ver jin ih AY-nee
Dolichos lablab  / DOH lee kohs LAB-luh
Dysidea tephroloca  / dih-DYE-doh TEHF-roh-loh-kuh
Elymus canadensis  / ELL ih-muss
kan uh-DEN-siss
Epipactis repens  / ep ih JEE-EE-uh REP enz
Fagus grandifolia  / FAH-gus
grand ih FOW-loe lee uh
F. sylvatica  / F. syl VAHT ih-kuh
Gelsemium sempervirens  / JEL see VEE-renz
sem per VEE-renz
Genista saponaria  / JEN uh stih AY-nee
sap oh NAY ree uh
Ginkgo biloba  / GING goh-lee by LOH buh
Gordonia lasianthus  / goh GOH-dee nee uh
laiy see AN thuss
Hepatica acutiloba  / HEH_pay-tuh uh PATT ih-kuh
kuh kwit-lee LOH buh
H. americana  / H. uh mer ih KAY nuh
Houttuynia cordata  / hoo TEYE nee uh
kor DAY-uh
Ilex cassine  / EE Exam keks kee SEEN ee
I. opaca  / I. oh PAA kuh
I. vomitoria  / I. vom ih TUR ree uh
Jeffer sonia diphylla  / jeffer Seeoh-dih FEE-luh
lay see MUR stree
Lagerstroemia indica  / layGer stree EEN nuh
IN dih ih kuh
Ligustrum  / LIG ih-truhm
Liriodendron tulipifera  / lih ih oh DREN dron
lew ih FIHR ur uh
Lobelia cardinalis  / loh BEE lee uh
kar ih NAY lih
Lonicer a sempervirens  / lon ih siss er enn sem per ih reh renz
Loropetalum chinense  / loh oh PET uh lee uh chen ih niss
Lythrum salicaria  / lee oh TOH ree uh
M. tricornuta  / muh klor uh
pom ih uruh
M. tricuspidata  / muh krus pihh DAY uh nuh
Magnolia acuminata  / mag OH nee uh
uh kwit mihs NAY uh nuh
M. virginiana  / muh ver jin ih AY uh nuh
Mitchella repens  / mi CHILL uh uh REP enz
Muscaria  / muh kay ree uh
Myrica  / MY uh ruh
Myorrhiza odorata  / MIH uh oh dawh RAY uh
Nandina domestica  / nah DIN uh
nun DEE uh nuh
Narcissus jonquilla  / nar ih SEE uh
JON kwil uh
Nyssa aquatica  / NISS uh uh kwit ih kuuh
Oeneogera macrocarpa  / oh ee oweh TRAY uh nuh
mak roh KAR puh
O. speciosa  / O SPEE see oh nuh
Osmant hus fragrans  / os MAN uh
FRAY grahn
Paonia lutea  / PEE uh OO nuh
lew see uh
P. major  / P. MAY jor
P. moutan  / P. MOO tan
P. suffrutcosa  / P. suh FROH tih KOH uh
Phaseolus coccineus  / fuh SEE uh oh luhs
kok SIN see uh
Phlom is  / fay EEN ee uh
Pieris  / PIE ees
Pinus sylvestris  / PIN nuh sueh LEH lihs trihs
Polygala commutata  / pol eeh oh NAY tuhm kom nhuw TAY tuhm
Prosopis glandulosa  / proh SEE pis
glan dew LOH uh
Primula caroliniana  / PRI moh
kar uh lee EYE uh
P. mume  / P. MOW mee
Rhododendron ferrugineum  / ROE doh DEN dron ah STRAY nuhm
R. canescens  / R . kuh NES enz
R. indicum  / R IN ih kwum
R. prunifolium  / R. pruh nih FOH lee um
Rosa banksiae  / ROH buhnK see var. BANKS see uh
R. chinensis  / R. chin NISS
Salvia farinacea  / SAL yew uh
fare ih NAY see uh
S. pensicemonoides  / S . pen steh mon oh DEE iz
Sanguinaria canadensis  / san gwih NAY ree uh kan uh DEN sis
Smilacina stellata  / SMI lee kah uh sueh leeuh
stel LAY tuh
Sophora japonica  / soo FOW reh uh
juh PON ih kuh
S. keultea  / S. keh leh called tec uh
Stipa leucotricha  / STEE puh
lew KOT ih kuh
Thymophylla tephroloca  / thym oh FEE lip loh rhoo
Thun deum  / TRUL ih lee um
SIR nee um
T. erectum  / T. ee REK tuhm
T. flexipes  / T. FLEKS ih pes
T. grandiflorum  / T. grand ih FLOR um
T. macrocarpum  / T. mak roh LAY tuhm
T. recurvatum  / T. rek ih VAY tuhm
T. sessile  / T. SIS uh
Tussilago farfara  / tuh suh LAY goh
FAR fuh uh
Uvularia grandiflora  / YEW yew LAY ree uh
grand ih FLOR uh
Vigna unguiculata  / VIGH nuh uhn gwih LAY tuhm subsp. sesquipedalis
VIG nuh uh kwih peh DAY liss
Viola blanda  / VY oh nay BLAND uh
V. canadensis  / V. kann oh DEN sis
V. conspersa  / V. con per seh
V. cucullata  / V. kew kew LAY tuhm
V. macleaskyi  / V. MAHL teh sueh
V. pubescens var. eriocarpa  / V . pou bee sen seh var. EE ih rh oh KAR puh
V. rhytida  / V. RYHT ih day
V. rotundifolia  / V. ROH tuhn dih FOW lee uh
V. striata  / V. STRY uh
Virginia lutea  / VEER uh lee uh
Wisteria sinensis  / WISH tuh SIN uh
see NISS
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THE AVANT GARDENER
FOR THE GARDENER WHO WANTS MORE FROM GARDENING! Subscribe to THE AVANT GARDENER, the liveliest, most useful of all gardening publications. Every month this unique news service brings you the newest, most practical information on new plants, products, techniques, with sources, feature articles, special issues. 24th year. Awarded Garden Club of America and Massachusetts Horticultural Society medals. Curious? Sample copy $1. Serious? $12 full year (reg. $18) THE AVANT GARDENER, Box 489M, New York, NY 10028.

AZALEAS AND RHODODENDRONS
FOR GARDENERS WHO CARE WHAT GOES WHERE: Carlson's Catalog and Color Cue Cards help create year-round, low maintenance Azalea and Rhododendron gardens worthy of any size estate. Two-year subscription $3. CARLSON'S GARDENS, Box 305, AHC, South Salem, NY 10590. (914) 763-5958.

BOOKS
EXOTICA Series 4, with 16,300 photos, 405 in color, 2,600 pages in 2 volumes, with Addenda of 1,000 updates by Dr. A.B. Graf, $137. TROPICA 4th edition, 1992, 7,000 color photos, 1,156 pages, $165, Exotic House Plants, 1,200 photos, $8.95. HORTICA, pictorial encyclopedia of Garden Flora and Indoor Plants, 8,100 color photos scheduled for Fall 1992. Shipping additional. Circulars gladly sent. ROEHRS COMPANY, Box 125, E. Rutherford, NJ 07073.

CACTI AND SUCCULENTS
ORCHID CACTI (EPIPHYLLUMS), Catalog $2 (USA Only). Epi World Dept. AH, 10607 Glenview Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014.

SEMPERVIVUMS! Hardy succulent rosettes like living kaleidoscopes. SASE for descriptive mail order list. Visitors June-October call (602) 526-5784. STRONG'S ALPINE SUCCULENTS, P.O. Box 2264-C, Flagstaff, AZ 86003-2264.

FLOWERING JUNGLE CACTI catalog for 1991-92 including 4-page 1992 plant addendum now available. 190 color photos of Orchid Cacti (Epiphyllums), Hoyas, Rattail Cacti, Xmas/Easter Cacti, Succulents, more! 77-page plant/cactus workshop catalog, all only $2. Hurry! RAINBOW GARDENS, 1444 (AH) Taylor St., Vista, CA 92084.

HUGE SAVINGS—DURING MOVING SALE! Save up to 25%—Don't Miss Out! Catalog/information .. $2, K & L CACTUS/SUC­CULENT NURSERY (AH), 12712 West Stockton Blvd., Galt, CA 95632.

CARNIVOROUS PLANTS
Carnivorous (Insectivorous) Plants, seeds, supplies, and books. Color brochure free. PETER PAULS NURSERIES, Canandaigua, NY 14424.

CHESTNUTS AND KAKI PERSIMMONS
Heavy-bearing Dunstan Chestnuts, new hardy Kaki Persimmons. CHESTNUT HILL NURSERY, Rt. 1, Box 341AH, Alachua, FL 32615.

DAYLILIES
AWARD-WINNING DAYLILIES—Direct From Grower! Varieties for all climates. Beautiful 130-page catalog featuring 185 full-color pictures. $3 ($5 coupon included). DAYLILY DISCOUNTERS, Rt. 2 Box 24AH-4, Alachua, FL 32615.

EXOTIC PLANTS
THE EXOTIC PLUMERIA (Frangipani) by Elizabeth and Sharon Thornton. All you ever wanted to know about plumeries and more. Cultivars identified in color. Send $13 Plumeria Specialties, 4110 Spyglass Hills Dr., Katy, TX 77490.


GARDEN FURNITURE


GARDEN PLANTERS, ETC.

WOOD PLANTERS, TUBS, SOIL SCREENS, Dollies, Etc. FREE Catalog, SASE: MARTIN HORTICULTURAL, 32 Barron Hill Dr., Dept. AH, Weatherford, TX 76087.

GROUND COVERS

QUALITY GROUND COVERS AND PERENNIALS. Aegopodium, European Ginger, Ixais, Lamiums, Hardy Cactus, Plumbago, Sweet Woodruff, Sedums, Vincas. Over 100 varieties. GILSON GARDENS, INC., Dept. H, P.O. Box 277, Perry, OH 44081.

HELP WANTED

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR. The American Horticultural Society is seeking a director with strong skills in membership development, fundraising, and staff management. A horticultural education and background is highly desirable, although not required. Address inquiries to Director Position, American Horticultural Society, 7931 East Boulevard Dr., Alexandria, VA 22308-1300.

The American Horticultural Society is often asked to refer individuals for horticultural positions around the country. As a service to our members, both job-seekers and employers, we would be very glad to receive resumes and cover letters of individuals seeking job changes and employers seeking candidates. All responsibility for checking references and determining the appropriateness of both position and candidate rests with the individuals. Inquiries and information are confidential.

NURSERY STOCK


PEONIES


PERENNIALS

NEW, INEXPENSIVE way to buy perennials. Specialists in growing and improving perennials guarantee you the finest plants—same as by professional nurseries. Send for free Bluestone Catalog lists more than 400 varieties, plus information on care and growing. BLUESTONE PERENNIALS, 7201 Middle Ridge, Madison, OH 44037.

Huge selection of quality perennials, natives, roses. Send $1 for full-color catalog. MILAEGER'S GARDENS, Dept. AH, 4838 Douglas Ave., Racine, WI 53402-2498.

PLANTS

Clematis Vines, Hybrid Hemerocallis, Hosta, Hardy Kiwi, Rhubarb, Perennials—Request Brochures. HANKO'S PLANTS, 16634 14th St., Spring Lake, MI 49456.

PLANTS (UNUSUAL)

Rare & Exotic Tropicals for home and garden. Plant collector's paradise. 84-page colorful catalog $5 or send SASE for list. SOUTHERN EXPOSURE, 33 Mtn-AH, Beaumont, TX 77703-2414.

Over 2,000 KINDS of choice and affordable plants. Outstanding ornamentals, American natives, perennials, rare conifers, pre-bonsai, wide variety of rare and native plants, much more. Descriptive catalog $5. FORSTMANN'S, 990 Tethermail, Williams, OR 97544.

ROSES

LARGEST ASSORTMENT of ROSES to be found anywhere, at reasonable prices: HT, chintz, antiques, English Garden Roses, Rennie's miniatures, Cocker's introductions, etc. Superb collection. Most orders shipped in our refrigerated truck to USA UPS depot for distribution. Catalog $2. HORTICO INC., 723 Robson Rd., Waterdown, ON LOR 2H1 (416) 689-6494 or 689-3002, Fax (416) 689-6566.

MINIATURE ROSES from RALPH MOORE (World renowned breeder) —Also: Miniature Tree Roses and Selections of Old, Rare, Unusual. Catalog $1. MOORE, 2519 East Noble, Vicksburg, MI 49097.

STATIONARY

PHOTO NOTE CARDS—Full color—sample, brochure $1. Photos by Trish, Dept. AH, 89D Louis Ave., Valley Cottage, NY 10989.

TRAVEL

GARDENS OF IRELAND OR ENGLAND: See a Royal Horticultural Society Garden in the making or rhododendrons blooming by a mountaintop castle. Full range of rare, formal and private gardens. Guided itineraries or tailored to your interest. Brochure. COUNTRY ADVENTURES, 545 8th Ave. #401, New York, NY 10018. (212) 330-6445, Fax (212) 752-8019.
TRAVEL/STUDY TRIPS FOR THE AHS GARDENER

APRIL 29 - MAY 3, 1992
GARDENS OF BERMUDA
This once-in-a-lifetime program, offered in connection with the Bermuda National Trust, will feature numerous private historic homes and gardens, where our hosts will invite us for special luncheons and dinners. Included in the program will be Ramsbury, Mount Pleasant, Orange Valley, Aberfeldy, Orange Grove, and Greenfield, home of Lt. Col. Sir Jeffrey Astwood and Lady Astwood, whose garden contains specimens of almost every plant known to grow in Bermuda.

MAY 7 - 21, 1992
IRISH COUNTRYSIDE GARDENS AND THE ROYAL CHELSEA FLOWER SHOW
Join BBC celebrity David Wilson on an exploration of the finest public and private gardens in the Republic of Ireland, including Glen Castle, Powerscourt Gardens, Lismore Castle Gardens, and a side trip to subtropical Inacullin Garinish Island. The program concludes in London with Members Day at the Royal Chelsea Flower Show.

JUNE 18 - 27, 1992
GARDENS OF THE COLORADO ROCKIES AND THE GRAND TETONS
The Denver Botanical Garden’s former director, Dr. William Gambill, and its senior horticultural advisor, Andrew Pierce, will lead a tour that begins in Denver, Colorado, and concludes in Jackson, Wyoming. The itinerary includes private gardens, Colorado Rockies National Park, Dinosaur National Park, Yellowstone National Park, and a float trip on the Snake River.

JULY 12 - 21, 1992
SUMMER GARDENS ALONG THE OHIO
A steamboat voyage on board the magnificent Mississippi Queen will take participants along the Ohio River from Cincinnati to Pittsburgh. We are indebted to AHS members and friends who have opened their homes, gardens, and clubs to us. And what a splendid collection of gardens they are, ranging from the unique collections of trees and shrubs of Mr. and Mrs. Morse Johnson in Cincinnati to Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Motch’s artful use of native plants in New Richmond to the English gardens of J. Judson Brooks in Seckley. Leading this program will be Mrs. Harry Van de Kamp of Paso Robles, California, a former AHS Board Member.

AUGUST 8 - 19, 1992
GARDENS OF FRANCE
This will be a most unusual exploration of the great private gardens of the French regions of Brittany and Normandy. Here you will find gardens ranging in style from Prince Wolowsky’s Mediterranean terraces in Kerlado to Princess Sturzda’s wonderful use of ground covers at Le Vesterival. You will find each garden different, yet the incomparable French style has been used throughout to provide accommodating homes for many rare species of trees, plants, and shrubs. Leading this program will be long-time AHS Board Member Richard Angino.

Leonard Haertter Travel Company, 7522 Bonhomme Avenue, St. Louis, MO 63105, (314) 721-6200 (in Missouri)

Members and friends of AHS will take a side trip to subtropical Inacullin Garinish Island during a May trip to Ireland and the Royal Chelsea Flower Show.
Is Something Missing From Your Garden?

Is your garden missing jewel-like flowers floating on a shimmering water surface and the darting brilliance of goldfish? Are you missing the melodic sounds of water spilling from a fountain, vessel or waterfall?

What you need in your garden is a water lily pool. A water lily pool is a garden whose plants like damp to very wet feet. Fish and frogs like to live there and butterflies will like your garden better than ever. A water garden is simply one of the most satisfying forms of gardening. If you haven’t one, you are missing a great deal of satisfaction from your garden.

Let Lilypons and TETRA POND help you to get started today by ordering one of our durable TETRA POND 82 mil, flexible 2 ply PVC pool liners. So easy to install and maintain you will ask yourself why you waited so long to begin this adventure.

Choose from the seven sizes listed (sizes are approximate, for depth 1½’ to 2’ in your own design):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6’ x 12’ pool</td>
<td>$81.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9’ x 16’ pool</td>
<td>$82.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16’ x 22’ pool</td>
<td>$84.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Use your personal check or circle credit card: AE CB CH DC MC VS.

Catalogue free with liner order. California (6%), Maryland (5%) and Texas (7%) residents please add sales tax.

Lilypons Water Gardens

Dept. 1826
P.O. Box 10
Buckeystown, Maryland 21717-0010
(301) 874-8183 Washington Local 428-0686

Suite 1826
P.O. Box 1130
Thermal, California 92274-1130

Dept. 1826
P.O. Box 188
Brookshire, Texas 77423-0188
(713) 934-8828 Houston Local 981-0076